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Foreword 

In the modern world a hard and keen struggle 
is being waged between different political trends and 
theories many of which in one way or another re
flect the fact that the political activity of the mas
ses is increasing. Trotskyism has a special place 
ilmong the political phenomena of social life today. 
The Trotskyists seek to divert from a correct path 
lltose members of non-proletarian sections, in parti
cular students and intellectuals, who become in
creasingly involved in the political struggle and who 
could and should join hands with the working class 
and its revolutionary vanguard, the Communist par
ties. 

Trotskyism as an ideological and political trend 
was resolutely rejected by the Communist and work
ing-cb.ss movement in the late 1920s and early 
1 n:10s thanks to the efforts of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union and fraternal Marxist-Leninist 
parties which exposed the p~eudo-revolutionary and 
defeatist essence of Trotskyism. As a result, Trot
skyist organisations disintegrated or degenerated in
lo sectarian groupings interminably wrangling 
among themselves. 

Recent years have witnessed a certain revival of 
Trotskyism. Trotskyist organisations have become 



more active in a number of capitalist countries in 
Europe, Latin America and the United States, and 
the flow of Trotskyist publications has increased. 
Tho Trolskyists have begun tho loud and strident 
propagation of their views. A political trend known 
as "modern Trotskyism" or "neo-Trotskyism" has 
emerged. But while claiming to advance new theo
ries "neo-Trotskyism" does not essentially differ 
from the old lraditional Trotskyism in social origin, 
methodology, political orientation and methods of 
penetrating the revolutionary movement. 

In changed historical circumstances the Trotsky
ists cannot always, of course, use Trotsky's old 
ideas. These are sometimes altered to a certain ex
tent, they are modified and modernised. But all this 
is merely an attempt to adapt "classic" Trotskyism 
to new conditions in order to attain the old objec
tives. 

Now that contradictions and cataclysms in capi
talist society have become extremely acute the mo
nopoly capitalists are seeking to prevent the growth 
of the working people's political activity and to 
channel tl10ir revolutionary energy in the wrong 
direction. Various pseudo-revolutionary ideas, in
duding Trotskyism, are being quite eagerly 11sed for 
these pmposos. This is understandable: Leftist phra
seology and ostentatious revolutionism in no way 
endanger the foundations of capitalist society. It is 
no accident that the numerous writings of Trotsky 
and present-day Trotskyists are widely circulated 
hy bourgeois and liberal newspapers, magazines and 
publishers. Moreover, the existence of organisations 
which are "also Communist" and discredit the goals 
and principles of scientific communism, is extremely 
11seful to tho ruling bourgeoisie which therefore en
courages them in every way. 
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The Trotskyists, reflecting to some extent t.he 
views and feelings of certain groups of students, m
tcllectuals and lower-paid employees, try to foist 
distorted political concepts on them and to incite 
them to acts of adventurism. They harp incessantly 
on "untapped possibilities" which could alle~edly 
speed the revolution, they put forward stri~ent 
"revolutionary" slogans and call for armed action. 
They do not care whether or not the conditions for 
this exist. This is "Leftist" opportunism of the 
sheerest kind which has always been one of the 
most dangerous enemies of the revolutionary move-
ment. 

"Leftist" opportunism is a typical offshoot of 
petty-bourgeois revolutionism. . 

\Vhen non-proletarian strata adopt a. consisten~ly 
revolutionary position, their own experience conv~n
cos them of the need for proletarian leadership. 
Potty-bourgeois revolutionism then moves towards 
proletarian revolutionism. 

The situation is different when the petty bour
geoisie or its groupings side with ~he bourgeoisie 
in the revolutionary struggle and re1ect the leader
ship of the working class and its re~olutionar! v.an
gnard. In this case petty-bourgeois revoluti.omsm 
i novitably becomes an obstacle to the revolutionary 
movement. 

"Leftist" and openly Rightist opportunism are ~wo 
sides of the same coin. Right-wing opportumsts 
weaken the revolutionary movement because the_y
renounce struggle against tho imperialis~ bo.urgeoi
sic for tho sake of coming to terms with it. The 
;,Loft-wingers" loudly denounce collaboration. :With 
tho bourgeoisie but in fact wea_ken the ~ihta~t 
movement by involving s~me of it~, gr01:P~, m rm
nous adventures. Right-wmg and Leftist oppor
tunism have the same ideological basis-lack of trust 
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in the revolutionary strength of the working class 
and its political vanguard, Marxist-Leninist parties. 

In their propaganda today's Trotskyists every 
now and then resort to political demagoguery. Like 
Trotsky, they seek to replace Leninism by Trotsky
ism while using phrases about "loyalty to Lenin" 
as a cover. They describe Trotsky as Lenin's com
rade-in-arms and a loyal and even the only con
tinuer of his cause. 

What does this gross deception count on? Evi
dently, on the fact that many participants in the 
working-class and national liberation movement, es
pecially young people, know little about the origins 
of Trotskyism, the historical experience of the ideo
logical and political struggle against it and the 
basic political and theoretical arguments which were 
put forward by Lenin and the Communist Party in 
the course of this struggle. 

The present collection presents in chronological 
order some of Lenin's articles, letters and speeches 
which reconstruct the irreconcilable ideological 
struggle against Trotskyism and expose the essence 
of Trotsky's anti-Marxist concepts. 

The first articles and speeches in this collection 
cover the initial period in Lenin's struggle against 
Trotsky's ideological position. This was at the Sec
ond Congress of the Russian Social-Democratic 
Labour Party in 1903. 

By that time the working-class movement in Rus
sia had become very active and acquired a wide 
scope. A revolutionary Marxist party had to under
take the task of transforming separate, mainly spon
taneous actions of the workers into a conscious class 
struggle. The Congress, signifying the creation of 
such a party, was a most important stage along this 
road. There were two points of view which clashed 
during the disc11ssion of its programme and rules: 
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the revolutionary one and the opportunist one. Trot
sky found himself among the opportunists. He op
posed Lenin's revolutionary line on the questions 
of the programme and organisational questions. The 
draft programme of the Party contained an impor
tant Marxist proposition on the dictatorship of the 
proletariat, i.e., on the winning of political power 
by the working class. Trotsky did not object to this 
proposition in words, but in fact opposed it. He ex
pressed a view which coincided with the views of 
West European and Russian opportunists. In his 
opinion, the dictatorship of the proletariat was only 
possible if the proletariat constituted the majority 
of the nation. In Russia this meant that the solu
tion of this problem would be put off indefinitely. 
It is well known that the victory of the 1917 Octo
her Revolution fully refuted this thesis. 

Trotsky's opportunistic position was manifested 
especially clearly at the Second Congress on the 
fJuestion of the organisational structure of the Par
ty. It was seen in his wording of the first paragraph 
of the Rules concerning the conditions for member
ship of the Party. Lenin believed that a Party mem
her must belong to a Party organisation, work under 
its guidance, obey its decisions and observe Party 
discipline. Only in such a case would the Party as 
a whole become an organised detachment of the 
working class and its political leader. 

Unlike Lenin, Martov and Trotsky who backed 
Martov's wording of the first paragraph of the Rules 
helieved that any striker who was not a member of 
a Party organisation and who, consequently, did not 
ohey Party discipline could be a Party member. The 
granting of the right to join the Party to people 
who were not members of a Party organisation 
opened the way into the Party to chance fellow
travellers of the revolutionary forces. "It would be 
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better," Lenin wrote in this connection I "if ten 
who do work should not call themselves Plrty mem
bers (real workers don't hunt after titles!) than 
that one who only talks should have the right and 
opportunity to he a Party member." (See p. 23.) 

At the Second Congress the Party split into the 
Bolsheviks and the Mensheviks. The Bolsheviks who 
relied on the masses of workers and peasants creat
ed a revolutionary party which led the struggle of 
the working people of Russia for the overthrow of 
tsarism, for the full democratisation of state and 
public life, and, subsequently, for socialist develop
ment. 

In January, 1905, a revolution broke out in Rus
sia. In its character it was bourgeois-democratic rev
olution which, if victorious, would have led to the 
overthrow of tsarism and the establishment of a 
democratic republic. The main motive force of this 
revolution was the proletariat (this was its princi
pal difference from bourgeois-democratic revolutions 
that had at different times taken place, mainly in 
the middle of the 19th century in a number of West 
European countries) and tho proletariat was much 
more consistent than the bourgeoisie in the struggle 
for its victory. 

At that time one of the main issues was that of 
a provisional revolutionary government which was 
to emerge as a result of the overthrow of tsarism. 
The Bolsheviks believed that it had to he a govern
ment representing the revolutionary classes of so
ciety, i.e., a revolutionary democratic dictatorship 
of the proletariat and the peasantry. 

The Mensheviks and Trotsky evaluated the revo
lution and its motive forces differently. The Men
sheviks believed that tho revolution in Russia, like 
the previous homgeois revolutions in Western Eu
rope, had to be led by the bourgeoisie which had to 
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take po!itical power in the event of victory; the 
proletariat should not oppose its class goals in this 
revolution to those of the bourgeoisie and its only 
task was fully to support the bourgeoisie. In this 
period Trotsky went to the other extreme and came 
out with an absurd "Leftist" theory of "permanent 
revolution" which he had borrowed from Parvus 
T!1~s theory completely ignored the objective con~ 
d1t10ns of the revolution taking place in Russia. 
Trotsky believed that the working class could take 
power alone without allies. He put forward the slo
gan: "A workers' government without the tsar". 
That slogan meant the isolation of the proletariat 
from the many millions of peasants who were a 
powerful revolutionary force because they wore vital
ly interested in eliminating the remnants of old 
precapitalist relations in the countryside. Thus Trot
sky rejected the revolutionary democratic dictator
ship of the proletariat and the peasantry. In fact 
Trotsky opposed the theory of "permanent revolu
tion" to Lenin's analysis of the character and mo
tive forces of the 1905-1907 revolution. 

This revolution was defeated. Years of brutal re
action began. Tsarism struck its main blow at the 
Party of the working class. The conditions under 
which it had to work radically changed. Tt was nec
essary skilfully to combine both illegal and legal 
forms of Party work to promote the strengthening 
of the Party's ties with the masses. The Party con
:cntrated its efforts on accumulating strength, study
lll g tl10 experience and lessons of tit o revolution, 
and preparing for fresh battles against the auto
cracy. The Bolsheviks were accomplishing these 
lasks while fighting against Right-wing and "Left
w ing" opportunists. The Menshevik-Liquidators 
frightened by reactionary forces, demanded the dis
solution of the revolutionary proletarian party and 
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its replacement by a legal reformist party. The 
"Left-wing" opportunists-the Otzovists-sought to 
recall the representatives of the working class from 
the State Duma and other legal organisations. They 
were thus pushing the Party to the path of adven
turism, sectarianism and isolation from the masses. 
The Liquidators and the Otzovists were becoming 
a grave threat to the very existence of the Party. 
"The alternative facing the Social-Democratic Par
ty," Lenin wrote, "was either to perish o: to rid 
itself entirely of these tendencies." (Lenm, Coll. 
Works, Foreign Languages Publishing House, Mos
cow, 1963, Vol. 17, p. 541.) 

What was Trotsky's position in this critical sit
uation? Trotsky, who then supported the Centrists, 
claimed that he was "above factions". This was not 
so, however. Insisting that there was no difference 
in principle between the Bolsheviks and the Menshe
viks and that the struggle hellween them was one 
between two groups of the intelligentsia for influ
ence over "the politically immature proletariat", 
Trotsky and his followers called for unification, O!'l

tensibly in the interests of the cause. Such "unifica
tion" was to embrace all the trends in the Party ir
respective of their attitude to liquidationism and 
otzovism. The Trotskyists hoped that under the 
banner of "unification" they would later ho able to 
win a leading position in the Party by rejecting the 
Leninist policy of struggle against opportunism. 
Like the Liquidators, the Trotskyists aimed th.cir 
main blow at the Marxist revolutionary Party which 
was able to become the vanguard of the revolutio
nary proletariat even at a time of brutal reaction. 
They wanted to have a reformist party open ~o all. 

The Bolsheviks led by Lenin resolutely re)ected 
unification with the opportunists. Then the Trotsky
ists decided to organis~ an alliance of all th.e anti-
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Party elements. Thus what was called the August 
Bloc emerged. It did not, however, last long; being 
established on an anti-Marxist and opportunist ba
sis, it disi11tegrated. It was in fact the Trotskyists' 
unsuccessful attempt to form a centrist petty-bour
geois party in Russia. In a number of his articles
T he Historical Meaning of the Inner-Party Struggle 
in Russia, Trotsky's Diplomacy and a Certain Party 
Platform, The Break-Up of the "August" Bloc and 
some others-Lenin laid bare the class essence of 
the inner-party struggle in the Russian Social-Dem
ocratic movement in that period. 

During the First World War (1914-1918) the 
Russian Bolsheviks and the consistent revolutionary 
internationalists in European countries faced a new 
opportunist trend in the international working-class 
movement-social chauvinism-which formed a bloc 
with the Centrists and the "Left-wing" sectarians. 
In those years, not going beyond Menshevism, Trot
sky advocated centrism and Kautskyism. As be
fore, Trotsky, under the guise of talk about "unity", 
advocated an alliance with all opportunists, "irres
pective of their factional origin". The Bolsheviks 
advaneed tactical slogans-no support to the impe
rialist forces which had unleashed a world war, and 
tho downfall of one's own government-that show
ed tho masses the need for overthrowing the auto
cracy. To those slogans Trotsky opposed his own 
centrist slogans: "Peace at all costs" (including an 
agreement with imperialist governments-Ed.) and 
"neither victories nor defeats" (in other words, 
preservation <'lf tho imperialist status quo-Ed.). 

It was at the height of the world war that Lenin 
wrote his fundamental work Imperialism-the 
Highest Stage of Capitalism in which he analysed 
tho economic and political foundations of the sys
Lcm that caused unjust predatory wars and gave a 
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scientific explanation of the laws of the world re
volutionary process. The main conclusion of the 
book was that at the beginning of the 20th cen
tury capitalism had reached a stage when features 
of the period of transition from capitalism to a hig
her social and economic system had emerged. 

It was during the war that Lenin sharply critici
sed Trotsky's ideas on the nature of the new era of 
imperialism and Trotsky's view of the prospects of 
the forthcoming socialist revolution in Russia and 
its motive forces. He showed that under the guise 
of "revolutionary phraseology" Trotsky had actual
ly espoused Kautsky's theory of "ultra-imperialism" 
which denied the fundamental contradictions of im
perialism and essentially affirmed the inviolability 
of that system. 

By 1917 by the very logic of the course of mount
ing revolutionary events in Russia Trotsky and 
his followers found themselves politically isolated. 
Lenin noted that they did not have and do not have 
any basis in the working class. Therefore Trotsky, 
who was afraid of being thrown on the scrap heap 
of history, tried to manoeuvre. He even criticised 
his own views and hinted that in principle he had 
no differences with the Bolsheviks. 

Immediately after the February Bourgeois-Dem
ocratic Revolution of 1917 Trotsky came to Potro
grad and joined the "Inter-District Organisation of 
the United Social-Democrats" (Mezhraiontsy) '' 

" An organisation which appeared in St. Petersburg in No
vember, I 91:3, under the banner of struggle for unity of the 
HSDLP. In seeking lo reconcile the Bolshevik and Menshevik 
organisations in Petersburg the Mezhraiontsy formed their 
own factional organisation. During the First World WHr 
(1914-1918) they took a centrist position, agreed that the 
war was imperialist in nHture and opposed social-chauvi
nism, but did not agree to H complete break with the 
Mensheviks. 
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which had about 4,000 members then. In August, 
1~17, the Me~hraiontsy declared that they had no 
differences with the Bolsheviks and joined the 
HSDLP (Bolsheviks). But as later events showed 
Io~· Trotsky it was yet another act of political hypo~ 
cnsy. 

Pseudo-revolutionaries usually hide the untena
bility of their ideology behind "leftist" and "ultra
re~oluti~n.ary" phrases. This was typical of Trots
ky s pos1t10n too. At the crucial moment of the Oc
tober Revolution, i.e., when preparations for an 
arme~ uprising were under way, Trotsky proposed 
that it should not begin before the convocation of 
the Second Congress of Soviets. (The First Congress 
of So~iets "'.as ~eld on June 3, 1917-Ed.) More
over, mdulgmg m flamboyant declarations he ir
responsibly claimed it would not be at all 'difficult 
to ~ettle the is~~e of taking power-one only had 
tc~ t~m~ the up;1smg for tho opening of the Congress 
ol Soviets which would then announce the seizure 
of power. "To 'wait' for the Congress of Soviets 
would be utter idiocy," Lenin wrote in his article 
The Crisis !~as Matured, "for it would mean losing 
weeks at a time when weeks and even days decide 
e~erything. It would mean faint-heartedly renoun
cing power, for on November 1-2 it will have be
come impossible to take power (both politically and 
tuclmically, since the Cossacks would be mobilised 
for the day of the insurrection so foolishly 'appoin
ted')." (Coll. Works, Vol. 26, p. 83.) 

. Havi~g won political power tho working people 
<~[ Hussia embarked on tho building of the world's 
11.rst socialist state whose ultimate goal, Lenin be
l1uvod, was a complete transformation of tho eco
nomic and political life of tho country on entirely 
nuw principles. Trotsky did not share this view. Ile 
claimed that the future of the Soviet Republic was 
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wholly dependent on the victory of revolution in 
Europe. Categorically denying that socialism could 
be victorious in one country he said: "It is only 
a European revolution that can save us in the full 
sense of this word." [The Seventh Extraordinary 
Congress of the Russian Communist Party (Bolshe
viks). Stenographic Report, Moscow, 1962, p. 65.] 
It was from this premise that he conducted peace 
talks with Germany in Brest-Litovsk, too. 

Soviet Russia was going through a difficult time. 
The World War was still continuing and a very ur
gent task was to stop it. But the governments of 
Britain, France and the United States rejected the 
Soviet government's appeal to the belligerent coun
tries to conclude a peace treaty on a democratic ba
sis. Then the Soviet government began peace talks 
with Kaiser Germany and its allies in Brest-Litovsk 
in November, 1917. The newly born state of work
ers and peasants vitally needed a respite from the 
war. 

In view of the situation in which the Soviet Re
public found itself Lenin favoured the immediate 
signing of a peace treaty. Lenin's strategy and tac
tics on this question encountered fierce resistance 
from Trotsky. Trotsky, heading the Soviet delega
tion at the peace talks, ignored Lenin's specific in
structions and in reply to the German ultimatum 
of January 27 (February 9-New Style}, 1918, de
clared "neither war nor peace", which meant: we 
are not going to sign the peace treaty, we are no 
longer waging war and we are going to demobilise 
our army. At the same time he sent a telegram to 
the Commander-in-Chief demanding that he order 
demobilisation of the army. When Lenin learned 
about this he gave instructions to cancel Trotsky's 

~ unauthorised directions. 
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Trotsky's act of adventurism followed directly 
from his idea of "giving a push" to revolutionary 
events outside Soviet Russia. He regarded the Oc
tober Revolution ,just as a "torch" which was to 
"kindle the i1ame" of revolution in Europe and then 
in the world. Proceeding from his thesis- "a world 
r:evolution at any price"-he was prepared to sacri
fice the greatest achievement of the working peo
ple of Russia, Soviet power. Thus, "ulLra-revolution
ism" coincided with the aims of the aggressive 
imperialist states and the counter-revolutionary for
ces of landlords and capitalists inside the country 
which still hoped to destroy the Soviet Republic. 

Stressing the direct relationship between the anti
imperialist struggle of the proletariat in other coun
tries and the revolutionary transformations in Rus
sia, in direct contrast to Trotsky's prognostications 
Lenin set the working people of Russia as their 
main task Lhat of preserving the Soviet Republic as 
the bulwark of the world liberation movement. He 
considered that the downfall of Soviet power would 
he a mortal blow to the cause of socialism in the 
whole world. 

During the Brest-Litovsk peace talks the Party 
had also to resist fierce pressure from "Left Com
munists" whom Lenin dubbed "heroes of the Left
ist phrase". They called for the immediate launching 
of a revolutionary war against German and world 
imperialism. The "Left" phrasemongers accused the 
Party of opportunism and of betraying the interests 
of the Russian and world proletariat. Trotsky justi
fied the activity of the "Left Communists" and si
ded with them. He claimed that the rejection of 
peace with Germany would make it possible "to 
exert a revolutionising influence on the German pro
letariat". (The Seventh Extraordinary Congress of 
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the RCP(B). Stenographic Report, p. 68.) The Trot
skyists tried to strengthen their position by refer
ring to the rising tide of revolution in Western Eu
rope. They even predicted the exact dates when 
imperialism would collapse and revolutions would 
begin in other countries. All these statements were 
based on the anti-Marxist idea of the possibility of 
"giving a push" to world revolution by war and 
hastening the downfall of the imperialist system. 

Lenin resolutely opposed the adventuristic slogan 
of a revolutionary war and proved its untenability 
in the specific situation of 1918. Soviet Russia was 
in economic straits and there was virtually no army 
because the old army was spontaneously demobilis
ing itself-the soldiers were tired of the senseless 
war to which they were totally averse. In such cir
cumstances the preaching of "a world conflagration" 
and "a revolutionary war" amounted to criminally 
reckless gambling with the destiny of the Soviet 
Republic. It was yet another manifestation of a 
typical feature of the Trotskyists and other "Left" 
phrasemongers-ignoring reality. 

The Brest Treaty was signed in March, 1918. Des
pite resistance from the Trotskyists there came a 
breathing-space of peace which made it possible to 
strengthen Soviet rule and start forming its own 
armed forces-the Red Army, capable of defending 
the gains of the revolution. But this respite was en
ded by the start of foreign military intervention 
and the Civil War (1918-1920). >:·It was only in the 
early 1920s that the country was at last able to 
start peaceful construction. 

* The period of :urned struggle of the working dass and 
peasantry of Soviet Russia against the internal countPr
revolutionaries :md foreign interventionists who sought to 
destroy the gains of the October Revolution, 
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In those years opposition groupings, which reflec
ted the views and sentiments of petty-bourgeois 
strata in town and oountry and their fear of the dif
ficulties of the transition period that had just be
gun, became more active in the Party. The activ
ities of the oppositionists showed lack of confi
dence in the strength of the Party and the people 
and in their ability to tackle a great variety of 
"peaceful" tasks. 

With their endless talk about the need for a crea
tive approach to pressing economic and political 
problems they tried to reduce to nothing the Party's 
leading role in tackling these problems, to shake its 
unity, undermine Party discipline and weaken the 
Party's influence on the masses. 

Trotsky was largely to blame for the sharpening 
of the inner-Party struggle. At that time he put for
ward the idea of putting the trade unions under 
state control, proposing that they be merged with 
economic management bodies. Trotsky insisted on 
mtroducing emergency, in fact military, methods 
of administration. Stating without any justification 
that the trade unions were experiencing a crisis, he 
proposed resorting to "extremely drastic organisa
tional measures"-to "shake up" the trade unions, to 
"consolidate" them by putting persons in charge 
who could "tighten the screws" and to introduce 
methods of coercion in the work among the masses. 
He proposed taking as a model the work of the 
Central Committee of the Amalgamated Union of 
Hailwaymen and Water Transport Workers-Tsekt
ran-which used such methods. Trotsky's main dif
ference with the Party, as Lenin put it, was his dif
ferent approach to the mass, the different way of 
winning it over and keeping in touch with it. 

In order to remove the danger of a split in the 
RCP(B) (for a part of the Party members were in-
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fluenced by Trotskyist demagoguery) it was neces
sary to explain to th() masses the essence of the dif
ferences that had arisen. Here Lenin's speeches and 
articles played a tremendous role. The present col
lection includes the text of Lenin's speech at the 
Eighth Congress of Soviets, The Trade Unions, the 
Present Situation and Trotsky's Mistakes, excerpts 
from Lenin's brochure On the Crisis in the Party, 
Once Again on the Trade Unions, the Current Sit
uation and the Mistakes of Trotsky and Bukharin, 
and his Speech on the Trade Unions at the Tenth 
Party Congress. 

Lenin took account of the sum of the problems 
facing the Party and the state. He showed that for 
the Party the question of the trade unions was a 
part of the general question of the role of the mas
ses of the working people in socialist construction. 
In giving leadership to the masses the Party used 
methods of persuasion and education and these 
methods should be applied also in the work of the 
trade unions. Lenin explained that the trade unions 
educated and organised the working class, they 
were a school for the masses where they acquired 
tho necessary experience in management and admin
istration. Through the trade unions workers were 
drawn into active socialist construction and exer
cised control over tho activities of the managers of 
economic bodies. 

After the overwhelming majority of the Party 
members had rejected the erroneous line of Trotsky 
and other oppositionists, the Tenth Party Congress 
upheld and endorsed Lenin's course. A special res
olution of the Congress defined the role and impor
tance of trade unions as schools of communism and 
stressed tho need to involve broad sections of the 
working people in the building of socialism, the 
need to restore the methods of workers' democracy 
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and to establish the principle of electing leading 
trade union bodies. 

In his speech at tho Congress Lenin warned of 
the danger of factionalism in the Party. He submit
ted a draft resolution he had written-On Party 
Unity-which was approved by the Congress. 

Dut, since Trotsky and his followers did not heed 
Lhe Party's warning, in 1927 they were oxclmled 
from the Party for their factionalist splitting activi
ty. In 1929 Trotsky was expelled from the Soviet 
lJnion. 

The struggle waged by Lenin and the Leninist 
I 1arty against Trotskyism teaches all genuine revo-
1 ntionaries how to discern what lies behind loud 
pseudo-revolutionary phrases. This struggle shows 
Lhat only creative Marxism-Leninism can serve as 
a guide to action for the revolutionary f?rces. A?y 
attempt openly or secretly to revise Marx1sm-Lenm
ism or to distort it in a dogmatic way, any relnc
Lance to reckon with objective reality, which calls 
for adjustments to revolutionary theory, inevitably 
lead to a departure from the revolution and to be
trayal of the revolutionary cause. 
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SECOND CONGRESS OF THE RSDLP 1 

July 17(30)-August 10(23), 1903 

From: 

Second Speech in the Discussion 
on the Party Rules 

To come to the main subject, I must say that 
Comrade Trotsky . . . has evaded the gist of the 
matter. Ho has spoken of intellectuals and workers, 
of the class point of view and of the mass move
ment, but he has failed to notice a basic question: 
does my formulation 2 narrow or expand the con
cept of a Party member? If he had asked himself 
that question, he would easily have seen that my 
formulation narrows this concept, while Martov's 3 

expands it, for (to use Martov's own correct ex
pression) what distinguishes his concept is its 
"elasticity". And in the period of Party life that we 
are now passing through it is just this "elasticity" 
that undoubtedly opens the door to all elements of 
confusion, vacillation, and opportunism. To refute 
this simple and obvious conclusion it has to be 
proved that there are no such elements; but it has 
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not even occurred to Comrade Trotsky to do that. 
Nor can that be proved, for everyone knows that 
such elements exist in plenty, and that they are to 
be found in the working class too. The need to safe
guard the firmness of the Party's line and the puri
ty of its principles has now become particularly 
urgent, for, with the restoration of its unity, the 
Party will recruit into its ranks a great many un
stable clements, whose number will increase with 
the growth of the Party. Comrade Trotsky completely 
misinterpreted the main idea of my book, What 1 s 
To Be Vane?, 4 when he spoke about the Party not 
being a conspiratorial organisation (many others 
too raised this objection). He forgot that in my book 
I propose a number of various types of organisa
tions, from the most secret and most exclusive to 
comparatively broad and "loose" (lose) organisa
tions. He forgot that the Party must be only the 
vanguard, the leader of the vast masses of the work
ing class, the whole (or nearly the whole) of which 
works "under the control and direction" of the Par
ty organisations, but the whole of which does not 
and should not belong to a "party" . 

. . . This formulation necessarily tends to make 
Party members of all and sundry; Comrade Martov 
himself was forced to admit this, although with a 
reservation: "Yes, if you like," he said. But that 
is precisely what we do not like! And that is pre
cisely why we are so adamant in our opposition to 
Martov's formulation. It would be better if ten who 
do work should not call themselves Party members 
(real workers don't hunt after titles!) than that one 
who only talks should have the right and opportuni
ty to be a Party member. 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 6, pp. 501-502, 503 
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From: 

Social-Democracy and the Provisional 
Revolutionary Government 5 

... Parvus 6 managed at last to go forward, instead 
of moving backwarcl. like a crab ... He openly ad
vocated (unfortunately, together with Trotsky) the 
idea of the revolutionary-democratic dictatorship, 
the idea that it was the duty of Social-Democrats 
to take part in the provisional revolutionary govern
ment after the overthrow of the autocracy. 1>arvus 
is profoundly right in saying that the Social-Dem
ocrats must not fear to take bold strides forward, 
to deal joint "blows" at the enemy, shoulder to 
shoulder with the revolutionary bourgeois demo
crats, on the definite understanding, however (very 
appropriately brought to mind), that the organisa
tions are not to be merged, that we march separate
ly but strike together, that we do not conceal the 
diversity of interests ... 

But for all our warm sympathy for these slo
gans ... we could not help feeling jarred by certain 
false notes that Parvus struck. .. .It would be most 
dangerous at present for Parvus to compromise his 
correct position by his own imprndence. Among the 
least imprudent is the following senLonce in his 
preface to Trotsky's pamphlet: "If we wish to keep 
the revolutionary proletariat apart from the other 
political currents, we must learn to stand ideologi
cally at the head of the revolutionary movement 
(this is correct), to be more revolutionary than any
one else." This i '> incorrect .... Parvus' exposition is 
not sufficiently concrete because he does noL con
sider the totality of the various revolutionary cur
rents in Russia, which are inevitable in the epoch of 
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democratic revolution and which naturally reflect the 
still unstratified classes of society in such an epoch. 
At such a time, revolutionary-democratic program
mes are quite naturally veiled in vague, even reac
tionary, socialist ideas concealed behind revolution
ary phrases. . . Under such circumstances we, the 
Social-Democrats, never can and never will advance 
the slogan "Be more revolutionary than anyone 
else". We shall not even try to keep up with the 
revolutionariness of a democrat who is detached 
l'rom his class basis, who has a weakness for fine 
phrases and flaunts catchwords and cheap slogans 
(especially in agrarian matters). On the contrary, 
we will always be critical of such revolutionariness; 
we will expose the real meaning of words, the real 
content of idealised great events; and we will teach 
Lite need for a sober evaluation of the classes and 
shadings within the classes, even in the l10LLest 
situations of the revolution ... 

Equally incorrect, for the same reason, are Par
vus' statements that "the revolutionary provisional 
government in Russia will be a government of work
i ug-class democracy", that "if the Social-Democrats 
arc at the head of the revolutionary movement of 
Llte Russian proletariat, this government will be a 
Social-Democratic government", that the Social
Democratic provisional government "will he an in
l!'gral government with a Social-Democratic majori
Ly". This is impossible, unless we speak of fortui
tous, transient episodes, and not of a revolutionary 
dictatorship that will he at all durable and capable 
of leaving its mark in history. This is impossible, 
because only a revolutionary dictatorship supported 
hy the vast majority of the people can be at all 
d 11rable ... The Hussian proletariat, however, is at 
]JJ·esent a minority of tho population in Russia. It 
can become the great, overwhelming majority only 
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if it. comb~nes wi~h the mass of semi-proletarians, 
semi-proprietors, i.e., with the mass of the petty
bourgeois urban and rural poor. Such a composition 
of the social basis of the possible and desirable rev
olutionary-democratic dictatorship will of course 

' ' affect the composition of the revolutionary govern-
ment and inevitably lead to the participation, or 
even predominance, within it of the most heteroge
neous representatives of revolutionary democracy. 
It would be extremely harmful to entertain any il
lusions on this score. If that windbag Trotsky now 
writes (unfortunately, side by side with Parvus) 
that "a Father Gapon 7 could appear only once" 
h " h ' t at t ere is no room for a second Gapon", he does 

so simply because he is a windbag. If there were no 
room in Russia for a second Gapon, there would 
be no room for a truly "great", consummated demo
cratic revolution. To become great, to evoke 1789-
~13, not 1848-50, 8 and to surpass those years, it 
must rouse the vast masses to active life, to heroic 
efforts, to "fundamental historic creativeness"; it 
must raise them out of frightful ignorance, unparal
leled oppression, incredible backwardness, and abys
mal dullness. The revolution is already raising them 
and will raise them completely; the government it
self is facilitating the process by its desperate re
sistance. But, of course, there can be no question 
of a mature political consciousness, of a Social-De
mocratic consciousness of these masses or their nu
merous "naLive" popular leaders or even "muzhik" 
leaders. They cannot become Social-Democrats at 
once without first passing a number of revolution
ary tests, not only because of their ignorance (re
volution, we repeat, enlightens with marvellous 
speed), but because their class position is not prole
tarian, because the objective logic of historical de-

Lpment eonfronts the: at the present time with 

the tasks, not of a socialist, but of a democratic 
revolution. 

In this revolution, tho revolutionary proletariat 
will participate with the utmost energy, sweeping 
aside the miserable tail-ism of some and the revolu
tionary phrases of others. It will bring class definite
ness and consciousness into the dizzying whirlwind 
of events, and march on intrepidly and unswerving
ly, not fearing, but fervently desiring, the revolu
tionary-democratic dictatorship, fighting for the re
public and for complete republican liberties, fighting 
for substantial economic reforms, in order to create 
for itself a truly large arena, an arena worthy of the 
twentieth century, in which to carry on the struggle 
for socialism. 

!\larch, 190f> 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 8, pp. 289-292 



THE FIFTH CONGRESS OF THE RUSSIAN 
SOCIAL-DEMOCRATIC LABOUR PARTY 9 

April 30-May 19 (May 13-June 1 ), 1907 

From: 

Speech on the Report on the Activities of 
the Duma 10 Group 

A fow words about Trotsky. He spoke on behalf 
of Lho "Centre", 11 and expressed the views of the 
Bund. 12 He fulminated against us for introducing 
our "unacceptable" resolution. 13 He threatened an 
outright split, the withdrawal of the Duma group, 
which is supposedly offended by our resolution. I 
emphasise those words, I urge you to reread our 
resoluLion attentively. 

Is it not monstrous to see something offensive in 
a calm acknowledgement of mistakes unaccompa
nied by any sharply expressed censur~, to speak of 
a split in connection with it? 

... The very possibility that the question can be 
presented in this way shows that there is something 
non-parLisan in our Party. This non-partisan some
thing is Lhe Duma group's relations with the Party. 
The Duma group must be more of a Party group, 
must have closer connections with the Party, must 
he more subordinate to all proletarian work. Then 
wailings about insults and threats of a split will dis-l appear. 

L_ 28 

. When Trotsky stated: "Your unacceptable resolu
tion prevents your right ideas being put into ef
fect," I called out to him: "Give us your resolu
tion!" Trotsky replied: "No, first withdraw yours." 

A fine position indeed for the "Centre" to take 
isn't it? Because of our (in Trotsky's opinion) mis~ 
take ("tactlessness"), he punishes the whole Party, 
depriving it of his "tactful" exposition of the very 
same principles! Why did you not get your resolu
tion passed, we shall be asked in the localities. Be
cause the Centre took umbrage at it, and in a huff 
refused to set forth its own principles!. .. That is a 
position based not on principle, but on the Centre's 
lack of principle. 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 12, pp. 451-452 

From: 

The Attitude Towards Bourgeois Parties 

The question of the attitude of Social-Democracy 
towards bourgeois parties is one of those known as 
"general" or "theoretical" questions, i.e., such that 
are not directly connected with any definite practi
cal task confronting the Party at a given moment. 
AL the London Congress of tho RSDLP, 14 the Men
sheviks and the Bundists conducted a fierce strug
gle against the inclusion of such questions in the 
agenda, and they wore, unfortunately, supported in 
this by Trotsky, who does not belong to either side. 
The opportunist wing of our Party, like that of 
otl1er Social-Democratic parties, defended a "busi
nrss-like" or "practical" agenda for tho Congress. 
They shied away from "broad and general" ques
tions. They forgot that in the final analysis broad, 
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principled politics are the only real, practical poli
tics. They forgot that anybody who tackles partial 
problems without having previously settled general 
problems, will inevitably and at every step "come 
up against" those general problems without him
self realising it. To come up against them blindly 
in every individual case means to doom one's poli
tics to the worst vacillation and lack of principle ... 
The real source of almost all differences, certainly 
all differences of substance, of all disagreements on 
questions of the practical politics of the proletariat 
in the Russian revolution, was a different assess
ment of our attitude to non-proletarian parties. 
Since the very beginning of the Russian revolution 
there have appeared two basic views among Social
Democrats on the nature of the revolution and the 
role of the proletariat in it. Anyone who attempts 
to analyse the tactical differences in the RSDLP 
without going into the difference of these basic 
views will get hopelessly entangled in trivialities 
and partial problems. 

May, 1907 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 12, pp. 489-490 

From: 

The Aim of the Proletarian Struggle 
in Our Revolution 

Ill 

Trotsky's major mistake is that he ignores the 
bourgeois character of the revolution and has no 
clear conception of the transition from this revolu-
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tion to the socialist revolution. This major mistake 
leads to. . . mistakes on side issues. . . A coalition 
o~ the proletariat and the peasantry "presupposes 
P1ther that the peasantry will come under the sway 
of. one of the existing bourgeois parties, or that it 
will form a powerful independent party". This is 
obviously untrue both from the standpoint of gene
ral theory and from that of the experience of the 
Russian revolution. A "coalition" of classes does not 
at all presuppose either the existence of any partic-
11lar powerful party, or parties in general. This is 
only confusing classes with parties. A "coalition" 
o~ the specified classes does not in the least imply 
either that one of the existing bourgeois parties will 
Pstablish its sway over the peasantry or that the 
peasants should form a powerful independent party! 
Theoretically this is clear because, first, the peas
ants do not lend themselves very well to party 
organisation; and because, secondly, the formation 
o[ peasant parties is an extremely difficult and leng
thy process in a bourgeois revolution, so that a "po
werful independent" party may emerge only towards 
the end of the revolution. The experience of the 
Russian revolution shows that "coalitions" of the 
proletariat and the peasantry were formed scores 
nnd hundreds of times, in the most diverse forms 
without any "powerful independent party" of th~ 
peasantry. Such a coalition was formed when there 
was "joint action", between, say, a Soviet of Work
(~rs' Deputies and a Soviet of Soldiers' Deputies, or 
a Railwaymen's Strike Committee, or Peasants' 
T1eputies, etc. All these organisations were mainly 
non-party, nevertheless, every joint action between 
th0m undoubtedly represented a "coalition" of clas
ses ... 

... A political bloc at various historical moments 
Lakes the form either of "a fighting agreement" in 
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connection with insurrection, or of a parliamentary 
agreement for "joint action against the Black Hun
dreds 15 and Cadets", 16 and so on. The idea of the 
dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry has 
found its practical expression throughout our revo
lution in a thousand forms, from the signing of the 
manifesto calling upon the pe@ple to pay no taxes 
and to withdraw their deposits from the savings
hanks (December HlOS), or the signing of calls to 
insurrection (July 1906), to voting in the Second 
and Third Dumas in 1907 and 1908. 

Trotsky's second statement ... is wrong too. It is 
not true that "the whole question is, who will de
termine the government's policy, who will constitute 
a homogeneous majority in it," and so forth ... 
Trotsky himself, in the course of his argument, con
cedes that "representatives of the democratic popu
lation will take part" in the "workers' government", 
i.e., concedes that there will be a government con
sisting of representatives of the proletariat and the 
peasantry. On what terms the proletariat will take 
part in the government of the revolution is quite 
another question, and it is quite likely that on this 
question the Bolsheviks will disagree not only with 
Trotsky, but also with the Polish Social-Democrats. 
The question of the dictatorship of the revolution
ary classes, however, cannot be reduced to a ques
tion of the "majority" in any particular revolntion
ary government, or of the terms on which the par
ticipation of the Social-Democrats in such a govern
ment is admissible. 

Lastly, the most fallacious of Trotsky's opin
ions ... is the third, viz.: "even if they (the peas
antry) do this ("support the regime of working
class democracy") with no more political understan
ding than they usually support a bourgeois regime." 

coleta<iat cannot c:nt on the ignorance and 

prejudices of the peasantry as the powers that be 
under a bourgeois regime count and depend on 
them, nor can it assume that in time of revolution 
the peasantry will remain in their usual state of 
political ignorance and passivity. 

April, 1909 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 15, pp. 371-374 

From: 

A Letter to Maxim Gorky 

Fehruary 13, 1908 

... Regarding Trotsky, I wanted to reply last time, 
hnt I forgot. We ... decided straight away to invite 
him on to Proletary. We wrote him a letter, propos
ing and outlining a theme. By general agreement 
we signed it the "Editorial Board of Proletary", so 
ns to put the matter on a more collegial footing (I 
ppr·sonally, for example, had had a big fight with 
Trntsky, a regular fierce battle in 1903-05 when he 
was a Menshevik). Whether there was something in 
tlw form of our letter that offended Trotsky, I do not 
know, hut he sent us a letter, not written by him: 
"On Comrade Trotsky's instructions" the editorial 
hoard of Proletary was informed that he refused to 
writr\ he was too busy. 

In my opinion, this is mere posturising. At the 
London Congress, too, he acted the poseur. I don't 
know really whether he will go with the Bolshe
viks ... 

The Mensheviks here have issued an announce
ment about the monthly Golas Sotsial-Dernokrata . .• 
I shall get it and send it to you. The struggle may 
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brcome sharper. But Trotsky wants to stand "ahovr 
the contending factions" ... 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 34, pp. 385-386 

From: 

Notes of a Publicist 17 

II 
THE "UNITY CRISIS" IN OUR PARTY 

1. Two Views on Unity 

With t011ching unanimity the liquidators 18 and 
the otzovists 19 are abusing the Bolsheviks up hill 
and down dale (the liquidators attack Plekhanov 20 

as well). The Bolsheviks are to blame, the Bolshe
vik Centre is to blame, the '"individualistic' habits 
of Lenin and Plekhanov" ... are to blame, as well 
as the "irresponsible group" of "former members 
of the Bolshevik Centre" ... In this respect the li
quidators and the otzovists are entirely at one; their 
bloc against orthodox Bolshevism (a bloc which 
more than once characterised the struggle at the 
plenum, 21 which T deal with separately below) is an 
indisputable fact; the representatives of two extrrme 
tendencies, each of them equally expressing subor
dination to bourgeois ideas, each of them equally 
anti-Party, are entirely at one in thPir internal 
Party policy, in their strnggle against the Dolshrv
iks and in proclaiming the Central Organ to be 
"Bolshevik". But the strongest abnse from Axel
rod 22 and Alexinsky 23 only serves to scree11 thPir 
complete failure to understand the meaning and 
importance of Party unity. Trotsky's (the Vien-
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nese) resolution only differs outwardly from the 
"effusions" of Axelrod and Alexinsky. It is drafted 
very "cautiously" and lays claim to "above faction" 
fairness. But wl1at is its meaning? The "Bolshevik 
leaders" are to blame for everything-this is tho 
same "philosophy of history" as that of Axelrod 
and Alexinsky. 

The very first paragrapl1 of the Vienna resolution 
states: ... "the reprPsentatives of all factions and 
trends ... by their decision (at the plenum) con-
sciously and dPlibPrately assnmed responsibility for 
carrying out the adopted resolutions in the present 
ronrlitions, in co-operation with the given persons, 
{{roups and institutions." This refers to "conflicts in 
the Central Organ." Who fa "responsible for carry
ing out the resolutions" of the plenum in the Cent
ral Organ? Obviously the majority of the Central 
Organ, i.e., the Bolsheviks and the Pole's; it is they 
who are responsible [or carrying out the resolutions 
of the plenum- "in co-operation with the given 
persons," i.e., with the Golosists 24 and Vperyod
ists. 25 

What does the principal resolution of the plenum 
say in that part of it which deals with the most 
"vexed" problems of our Party, with questions 
which were most disputable before the plenum and 
which should have become least disputable after 
the plenum? 

It says that bourgeois infinence over the proleta
riat manifest11 itself, on the one hand, in rejecting 
the illegal Social-Democratic Party and belittling 
its role and importance, etc., and, on the other hand, 
in rejecting Social-Democratic work in the D111na 
as well as the utilisation of lngal possibilities, the 
fnilnre to grasp the importance of both the onr an<l 
the other, etc. 

Now what is the meaning of this resolution? 
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Does it mean that the Golosists should have sin
cerely and irrevocably put an end to rejecting the 
illegal Party and belittling it, etc., that they should 
have admitted this to be a deviation, that they 
should have got rid of it, and done positive work 
in a spirit hostile to this deviation; that the Vpe
ryodists sho11ld have sincerely and irrevocably pnt 
an end to rejecting Duma work and legal possibi
lities, etc.; that the majority of the Central Organ 
should in every way have enlisted the "co-opera
tion" of the Golosists and Vperyodists on condition 
that they sincnely, consistently and irrevocably re
nmmcrd the "deviations" described in detail in the 
resolution of the plenum? 

Or does the rrsol11tion moan that the majority 
of the Central Organ is responsible for carrying out 
the resolutions (on the overcoming of liquidation
ist and otzovist deviations) "in co-operation with 
the given" Golosists, who conlin11e as hol'ore and 
even more crudely to defend liquidationism, and 
with the given Vperyodists, who continue as be
fore and evr,n more cr11d0ly lo assPrt the lcgil.imacy 
of otzovism, 11Jtimat11mism, etc.'? 

This question needs only to be put for one to see 
how hollow are the eloquent phrases in Trotsky's 
resolution, to see how in reality they serve to 
defend the very position held by Axelrod and Co., 
and Alexinsky and Co. 

In the very first words of his resolution Trotsky 
expressed the full spirit of the worst kind of con
ciliation, "conciliation" in inverted commas, of a sec
tarian and philistine conciliation, which deals with 
the "given persons" and not the given line of policy, 
the given spirit, the given ideological and political 
content of Party work. 

lt is in this that the enormous diff Prnnce lies bol twoon 'ea! p"<lyism, whi~• consists in pu,ging the 

Party of liquidationism and otzovism, and the "con
ciliation" of Trotsky and Co., which actually ren
ders the most faithful service to the liquidators and 
otzovists, and is therefore an evil that is all the 
more dangerous to the Party the more cunningly, 
artfully and rhetorically it cloaks itself with pro
fossedly pro-Party, professedly anti-factional decla
mations. 

!\larch-June, 1910 

Coll. Works, 
\'ol. 10, pp. 209-211 

Fro rn: 

The Historical Meaning of the Inner-Party 
Struggle in Russia 26 

The subject indicated by the above title is dealt 
with in articles by Trotsky and Martov in Nos. 50 
and 51 of Neue Zeit. 27 Martov expounds Menshevik 
\'i(_•ws. Trotsky follows in the wake of the Men
~lieviks, taking cover behind particularly sonorous 
phrases. Martov sums up the "Russian experience" 
Ly saying: "Blanquist and anarchist lack of culture 
lri umphed over Marxist culture" (read: Bolshevism 
O\'er Menshevisrn). ''Hussian Social-Uemocracy 
spoke Loo zealously in Hussian", iu co11trast to the 
"general European" methods of tactics. Trotsky's 
"philosophy of history" is the same. The cause of 
the struggle is the "adaptation of the Marxist intel
J igentsia Lo the class movement of tho proletariat" ... 

IV 

The development of the factions in Russian So
cial-Democracy since the revolution is ... to Le ex-
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plained, not by tho "adaptation of the intelligentsia 
t? Lho proletariat", but by the changes in the rcla
t10ns between Lhe claSSL'S. Tile HevoluLion or 
HJ0;)-07 accentuated, brought out into the open 
and placed on the order of the day Urn anta
goni:rn1 between the peasants and the liberal bour
geo_isie ~iv or Lhe q ueslion of Lhe form of a bourgeois 
rcgu11e m Hussia. Tlw politically mature proletariat 
could not but take a most energetic part in this 
struggle, and its attitude to Lhe various classes of 
tlw ne'; society was rdll'cled in Lht> sln1ggle be
tweP11 1,oblwv1sm and Mcnsltevisrn. 

The. three years 1\J08-10 are marked by the vic
tory of Lite counter-revolution, by Lhe restoration of 
Lhu autocracy am! by tlw Third Duma the Duma 
of Lite Bla<.;k 11 undreds 15 and Octobrists.' 28 

... The proletariat is now confronted with the ele
mentary Lask of preserving its proletarian party, 
which 1s l1oslilu both Lo the ruaclion ami Lo coullLer
revoluLionary liberalism. This task is not an easy 
one, because it is the proletariat that suffers all the 
brunt of economic and political persecution, and all 
the hatred of the liberals because the leadership of 
the masses in the revolution has been wrested from 
them by the Social-Democrats. 

The crisis in the Social-Democratic Party is very 
grave. The organisations are shattered. A large 
number of veteran leaders (especially among Lhe 
intellectuals) have been anested. A new typo of 
Social-Democratic worker, who is taking the affairs 
of tlw Party in hand, has already appeared, but he 
has to overcome extraordinary difficulties. Under 
such conditions Lhc Social-Democratic Party is los
ing many of its "fellow-travellers" .... They are Jai
ling away from Marxism and from Social-Democra
cy. This process is observed in both factions: among 
the Bolsheviks in tho shape of the "olzovist" leu-
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dency, which arosP in the spring of 1908, suffered 
defeat immediately al Lhe Moscow Conference, and 
after a long struggle was rejected by the official 
centre of the faction arnl formell a separate faction 
abroad -- tl10 V peryod faclio 11 ... 

Among the Mensheviks Ilic same process of the 
falling away of petty-bourgeois "l'ellow-Lravellers" 
was expressed in the liq uidatiouisL Le 11dency ... 

Failing to understand tho historical and economic 
significance of this disintegration in the era of coun
ter-revolution, of this falling away of non-Social-De
mocratic elements from the Social-Democratic La
bom Party, Trotsky tells the German readers that 
both factions are "falling to pieces," that the Party 
is "falling to pieces'', that tlw l'arly is "demorali:;-
ed." 

It is not true. And this untruth expresses, firstly, 
Trotsky's utter lack of theoretical understanding. 
Trotsky has absolutely failed to understand why the 
plenum described both liquidationism and olzovism 
as a "manifestation of bourgeois influence on the 
proletariat." Just think: is the severance from the 
Party of trends which have been condemned Ly the 
I >arty, and which express bourgeois influence on 
Llw proletariat, an indication of the Party's disinte
gration, of its demoralisation, or is it au indication 
of ils becoming stronger and purer? 

Secondly, in practice, this untruth expresses the 
"policy" of advertisement pursued by Trotsky's 
[action. That Trotsky's venture is an al Lem pt to 
create a faction is now obvious to all, since Trotsky 
has removed the Central Committee's representative 
from Pravda. In advertising his faction Trotsky 
does not hesitate to tell Lhe Germans that the Party 
is falling to pieces, that both factions are falling to 
pieces and that he, Trotsky, alone, is saving the 
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situation. Actually, we all see now-and the latest 
resolution adopted by the Trotskyists (in the name 
of the Vienna Club, on November 26, 1910) 29 

proves this quite conclusively-that Trotsky enjoys 
the cuufidence exclusively of the liquidators and 
the V peryodists. 

The extent of Trotsky's shamelessness in belit
tling the Party and exalting himself before the Ger
mans is shown, for instance, by the following. Trot
sky writes that the "working masses" in Russia 
consider that the "Social-Democratic Party stands 
outside (Trotsky's italics) their circle" and ho talks 
of "Social-Democrats without Social-Democracy." 

How could one expect Mr. Potresov 30 and his 
friends to refrain from bestowing kisses on Trotsky 
for such statements? 

But these statements are refuted not only by the 
entire history of the revolution, but even by the re
sults of the elections to the Third Duma from the 
workers' curia. 

Trotsky writes that "owing to their former ideo
logical and organisational structure, the Menshevik 
and Bolshevik factions proved altogether incapable" 
of working in legal organisations: work was carried 
on by "individual groups of Social-Democrats, but 
all this took place outside the factions, outside their 
organisalional influence". . . That is what Trotsky 
writes. But the facts am as follows. From tho very 
beginning of the existence of the Social-Democratic 
group in the Third Duma, the Bolshevik faction, 
through its representatives authorised by the Cent
ral Committee of the Party, has all the time assist
ed, aided, advised, and supervised the work of the 
Social-Democrats in the Duma. The same is done 

~~~- ~ditodal bo"'d ol~bc Cenkal (),gan of the 

When Trotsky gives the German comrades a de
tailed account of the stupidity of "otzovism" and 
describes this trend as a "crystallisation" of tho 
lwycottism characteristic of Bolshevism as a whole, 
and then mentions in a few words that Bolshevism 
"did not allow itself to be overpowered" by otzov
ism, but "attacked it resolutely or rather in an un
bridled fashion" - the German reader certainly gets 
no idea how much subtle perfidy there is in such 
an exposition. Trotsky's J esuitical "reservation" 
consists in omitting a small, very small "detail". 
I le "forgot" to mention that at an official mcet~ng 
of its representatives held as far back as the spnng 
of HlOD, the Bolshevik faction repudiated and ex
pdlcd the otzovists. But it is just this "detail" tha~ 
is iucouvcuicnt for Trotsky, who wants to talk of 
the "falling tu pieces" of the Bolshevik faction (and 
I lien of the Party as well) and not of the falling 
•/fcay of the non-Social-Democratic ulp111pnls! 

We now regard Martov as one of the leaders of 
liquidationism, one who is the more dangerous the 
more "cleverly" he defends the liquidators by qua
si-Marxist phrases. But Martov openly expounds 
Yiews which have put their stamp on whole ten
dencies in the mass labour movement of 1903-'10. 
'l'l'otsky, on the other hand, represents only his ,own 
pt•l'sorial vacillations and nothmg more. In 1 ~03 l.w 
was a Menshovik; he abandoned Menshov1sm m 
I 004, returned to the Menslicviks in 1 D?S an~ 
llH'l'ely i1auntPd 11llra-revol11lionary phrases; lll HlOfi 
Ii l' left them again· at the end of 1906 he advocat
l~d electoral agree~ents with the Cadets. (i.e., he 
was in fact once more with the Menshev1ks); and 
i 11 the spring of Hl07, at the London Congres:

1
, he 

said that he differed from Hosa Luxemburg on 
.. individual shades of ideas rather than on political 
Lendencies". One day Trotsky plagiarises from the 
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ideological stock-in-trade of one faction; the next 
day he plagiarises from that of another, and there
fore declares himself to be standing above both 
facLions. In theory Trotsky is on no point in agree
ment wilh either the liquidators or the otzovists, buL 
in actual practice he is in entire agreement wilh 
both the Golosists and the Vperyodists. 

Therefore, when Trotsky lolls Lho German com
rades that he represents tho "general Party tenden
cy", I am obliged to declare that Trotsky represents 
only his own faction and enjoys a certain amount 
of confidence exclusively among the otzovists and 
tho liquidators. The following facts prove the cor
rectness of my statement. In January 1910, the 
Central Committee of our Party established close 
ties wilh Trotsky's newspaper Pravda and appoint
ed a representative of the Central Committee to sit 
on the editorial board. In September 1910, the Cent
ral Organ of tho !'arty a11n011nced a rupture be
tween tho representative of the Central Committee 
and Trotsky owing to Trotsky's anti-Party policy. In 
Copenhagen, Plekhanov, as the representative of ~ho 
pro-Party Mensheviks 32 and delegate of the edito
rial board of the Central Organ, together with the 
present writer, as the representative of the Bolsh~
viks and a Polish comrade, 33 entered an emphatic 
prot~st against tho way Trotsky represents our Par
ty affairs in the German press. 

Let the readers now judge for themselves whether 
Trotsky represents a "general Party", or a "general 
anti-Party" trend in Russian Social-Democracy. 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 16, pp. 374, 387-39:! 
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From: 

Letter to the Russian Collegium of the 
Central Committee of the RSDLP 

... On tho 2Glh November (N.S.), Hl10, Trotsky 
carried through a resolution in the so-called Vien
na l'arly Club (a circle of Trotskyists, exiles who 
are pawns in the hands of Trotsky) which he pub
lished as a separate leaflet. I append this leaflet. 

... Open war is declared on Rabochaya Gaze
lll 34 

••• The arguments are not new. The statement 
Llrnt there are now "no essential grounds" for a 
strnggle against the Golas and Vperyod groups is 
lite height of absurdity and hypocrisy. Everybody 
knows that tho Golas and V peryod people had no 
i 11Lontion of dispersing their factions and tliat the 
former in reality support the liquidators, Potresov 
and Co., that the V peryod group organised the fac-
1 ional school abroad 35 (using funds of woll~lrnown 
origin), where they teach Machism, where they 
leach that otzovism is a "legal shade of opinion" 
(taken literally from their platform), etc., etc. 

Trotsky's call for "friendly" collaboration by the 
Party with the Golas and Vperyod groups is dis
gusting hypocrisy and phrase-mongering. Everybody 
is aware that for the whole year since the Plenary 
J\looLing Lhe Golas and Vperyud groups have worked 
in a "friendly" manner against the Party (and were 
~()cretly supported by Trotsky). Actually, it is only 
I lip l~olsheviks and Plekhanov's group who have 
l'ur a whole year carried out friendly Party work in 
the Central Organ, in Rabochaya Gazeta, and at Co
pnn hagen, 36 as well as in the Russian legal press. 

Trotsky's attacks on the bloc of Bolsheviks and 
Plekhanov's group are not new; what is new is the 
outcome of his resolution: the Vienna Club (read: 
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"Trotsky") has organised a "general Party fund 
for the purpose of preparing and convening a con
ference of the RSDLP". 

This indeed is new. It is a direct step towards a 
split. It is a clear violation of Party legality and the 
start of an adventure in which Trotsky will come 
to grief. This is obviously a split. Trotsky's action, 
his "fund", is supported only by the Golas and 
Vperyod groups. There can be no question of par
ticipation by the Bolsheviks and Plekhanov's group. 
That the liquidators (of Golas) in Zurich have al
ready supported Trotsky is comprehensible. It is 
quite possible and probable that "certain" V peryod 
"funds" will be made available to Trotsky. You will 
apprnciate that this will only stress the adventurist 
character of his undertaking. 

It is clear that this undertaking violates Party 
legality, since not a word is said about the Central 
Committee, which alone can call the conference. ln 
addition, Trntsky, having ousted the CC representa
tiYe on Pravda in August 1U10, himself lost all 
trace of legality, converting Pravda from an organ 
supported by the representative of the CC into a 
purely factional organ. 

Thus tl10 whole matter has taken on definite sha
pe, Llw' situation has clarified itself. The V peryod 
group collected "certain funds" fur struggle against 
the Party, fur support or the '"logal shade of opin~ 
ion" (otzovism). Trotsky in the last 1111111her ol 
Pravda (and in his lectme in Zurich) goes all out 
to flirt with Vperyod. ThP liq11idaLors in H11ssia sab
otaged the work of the H11ssian Central Commit
tee. The liquidators abroad want to prevent a ple
nary meeting abroad-in other words, sabotage any
thing like a Central Commillee. Taking advantage 
of this "violation of legality'', Trotsky seeks an or-
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rra nisational split, creating "his own" fund for "his 
, 1wn" conference. 

The roles have been assigned. Tho Golas group 
d1·f<md Potresov and Co., as a "kgal shade or opin
ill11'', the Vperyod group defend otzo\'ism, as a 
'"legal shade of opinion". Trotsky seeks to defend 
hoth camps in a "popular fashion", and to call his 
rn11ference (possibly on funds s11ppli<•d hy Vpe
ryod). The Triple Alliance ( Potresov +Trotsky+ Ma
x imov 37 ) against the Dual Alliance (Bolsheviks+ 
I 'lokhanov's group). The deployment of forces has 
iiL'l'n completed and battle joinrd. 

Y 011 will understand why I call Trotsky's move 
an adventure; it is an adventure in every respect. 

rt is an adventure in the ideological sense. Trots
ky groups all the enemies of Marxism, he unites 
I 'otrosov and Maximov, who detest the "Lcnin-Plo
kltanov" bloc, as they like to call it. Trotsky 11nites 
all to whom ideological decay is dear, all who arc 
1101 concerned with the defence of Marxism; all 
philistines who do not understand the reasons for 
llir strnggle and who do not wish to learn, think, 
;111d discover the ideological roots of the divergence 
111· views. At this time of confusion, disintegration, 
:111d wavering it is easy for Trotsky to become the 
··11ero of the hour" and gather all the shahby ole-
11wnts around himself. The more openly this aL
! P1t1pt is made, the more spectacular will be the dc
f,~a L. 

rt is an adventure in the party-political sense. At 
Pl'<'SPnt everything goes to show that the real unity 
of the Social-Democratic Party is possible only on 
lite basis of a sincere and unswerving repudiation 
or liquidationism and otzovism. It is clear that Pot
rpsov (together with Golas) and the Vperyod group 
liavp reno11nced neither the one nor the other. Trot
sky unites them, basely deceiving himself, deceiv-
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ing the Party, and deceiving tlrn prolrtariat. In real
ity, Trotsky will achieve nothing more than the 
strengthening of Potresov's and Maximov's anti
Party groups. Tho collapse of this adventure is in
evitable. 

Finally, it is an organisational adventure. A con
ference held with Trotsky's "funds", without the 
Central Committee, is a split. Let the initiative re
main with Trotsky. Let his be the responsibility. 

Three slogans bring out the essence of the present 
situation within the Party: 

1. Strengthen and support the unification and ral
lying of Plckhanov's supporters and the Bolsheviks 
for the defence of Marxism, for a rebuff to idNJlog
ical conf11sion, and for tlw hattln against liq11i<lfl
tionism and otzovism. 

2. Struggle for a plenary meeting-for a legal 
solution to tho Party crisis. 

::l. Strnggle against tho splitting tactics and the 
unprincipled adventurism of Trotsky in banding 
Potresov and Maximov against Social-Democracy. 

December, 1910 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 17, pp. 19-22 

From: 

The State of Affairs in the Party 

The question of tho crisis in our Party has again 
been given priority by the Social-Democratic press 
ahroad, leading to stronger rumours, perplexity and 
vacillation among wide Party circles. It is, there
forn, essential for the Central Organ of the Party 
to clarify this question in its entirety. Martov's ar-
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ticlo in Golas, No. 2::l, and Trotsky's statement of 
November 26, 1\HO in the form of a "resolution" 
of the "Vienna Club", published as a separate leaf
let, present tl10 question to the reader in a manner 
which completely distorts tho essence of the matter. 

Martov's article and Trotsky's resolution conceal 
definite practical actions-actions directed against 
the Party. Martov's article is simply the literary ex
pression of a campaign launched by the Golos group 
to sabotage the Central Committee of our Party. 
Trotsky's resolution, which calls upon organisations 
in the localities to prepare for a "general Party con
f rrence" independent of, and against, the Central 
Committee, expresses the very aim of the Golas 
group-to destroy the central bodies so detested by 
the liquidators, and with them, the Party as an 
organisation. It is not enough to lay bare the anti
Party activities of Golas and Trotsky; they must be 
fought. Comracles to whom the Party and its reviv
fll are dear mnst come out most rcsol11tely against 
all those who, guided by purely factional and nar
row circle considerations and interests, are striving 
to destroy the Party . .. 

Trotsky's statement, th011gh ontwardly entirely 
nnconnected with Martov's jeering at the adversities 
of the Party, and with the attempts of the Golas 
supporters to sabotage the Central Committee, is ac
l.nally connected with the one and the other by 
inseverable ties, by the ties of "interest". There ar~ 
many Party members who still fail to sec this con
nection. The Vienna resolution of November 26, 
1!110, will nncloubtedly help them imclerstanrl the 
nsscnce of the matter. 

The resolution consists of three parts: ( 1) a de
claration of war against Rabochaya Gazeta (a call 
to "rebuff it resolutely" as one of the "new faction
al group undertakings", using Trotsky's expros-
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sion); (2) polemics against the line of the Bolshe
vik-Plekhanov "bloc"; (3) a declaration that the 
"meeting of the Vienna Club (i.e., Trotsky and his 
circle) resolves: to organise a general Party fund 
for the purpose of preparing and convening a confe
rence of the RSDLP". 

We shall not dwell on the first part at all. Trotsky 
is qnite right in saying that Rabochaya Gazeta is a 
"private undertaking", and that "it is not authorised 
to speak in the name of the Party as a whole". 

Only Trotsky should not have forgotten to men
tion that he and his Pravda are not authorised to 
speak in tho name of the Party either. In saying 
that the Plenary Meeting recognised the work of 
Pravda as 11sefnl, he sho11Jd not have forgotten to 
mc>ntion that it appointed a representative of the 
Central Committee to the Editorial Board of Prav
da. When Trotsky, in referring to the Meeting's de
cisions on Pravda, fails to mention this fact, all one 
can say ahont it is that he is deceiving the workers. 
And this deception on the part of Trotsky is all the 
more malicious, since in August 1910 Trotsky re
moved the representative of the Central Committee 
from Pravda. Since that incident, since Pravda has 
seuered its relations with the Central Committee, 
Trotsky's paper is nothing hut a "private 11ndertak
ing", and one, moreover, that has failed to carry 
out the obligations it assumed. Until the Central 
Committee meets again, the only judge of the rela
tions between Pravda and the Central Committee 
is the Central Committee representative appointed 
hy the Plenary Meeting who has declared that Trot
sky behaved in a manner hostile to the Party. 

That is what emerges from the question, so op
porLnnely raised by Trotsky, as to who is "autho
rised to speak in the name of the Party as a whole". 

Nor is that all. Inasmuch as (and so long as) the 
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legalist liquidator-independents obstruct the Central 
CommiLteo in Hussia, and inasmuch as (and so long 
as) th c G olos group obstruct the Central Commit
tee abroad, the sole body authorised "to speak in 
Lite name of the Party as a whole" is the Central 
Organ. 

Therefore we declare in the name of the Party 
I ! • 

as a whole that Trotsky is pursuing an anti-Party ' . policy; that, by failing to make the l~ast me~t10n 
of the Central Committee in his resolut10n (as if he 
had already come to an understanding with Golos 
that tho work of the Central Committee would be 
c:abotaged), and by announcing in the name of one 
group abroad the "organisation of a fund for tl~; 
purpose of convening a conference of ~he RSDL~ , 
lw is contravening Party legality and is embarkmg 
011 the path of adventurism and a split. If the ef
fof'Ls of the liquidators to sabotage the work of the 
Centrnl Committee meet with success, we, as the 
sole body authorised to speak in the name of the 
l 'arty as a whole, will immodiate~y }ecla~e th~t w_e 
take no part whatever in Trotsky s fund or m his 
venture, and that we shall recognise as a general 
fl arty conference only one convened, by. the sentral 
Organ, not ono convened by Trotsky s circle ... 

December, 1910 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 17, pp. 2~. 29-:H 

•:· That a general Party conference, one convened by the 
CC'ntral Committee of the Party, is really needed and should 
he called as .~oon as possible - of that there can be no 
question. 
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From: 
Trotsky's Diplomacy and a Certain 

Party Platform 

Trotsky's Pravda, No. 22, which appeared recently 
after a long interval in which no issue was pub
lished, vividly illustrates the decay of the petty 
groups abroad that attempted to base their exist
ence on their diplomatic game with the non-Social
Democratic trends of liquidationism and oLzovism. 

The publication appeared on November 29, New 
Style, nearly a month after the announcement is
sued by the Russian Organising Commission. 38 

Trotsky makes no mention of this whatsoever! 
As far as Trotsky is concerned, the Russian Orga

nising Commission does not exist. Trotsky calls him
self a Party man on the strength of the fact that to 
him the Russian Party centre, formed by the over
whelming majority of the Social-Democratic orga
nisations in Russia, means nothing. Or, perhaps it 
is the other way round, comrades? Perhaps Trotsky, 
with his small group abroad, is just nothing so far 
as the Social-Democratic organisations in Russia 
are concerned? 

Trotsky uses the boldest type for his assertions
it's a wonder he never tires of making solemn 
vows-that his paper is "not a factional but a Party 
organ". You need only pay some little attention to 
the contents of No. 22 to see at once the obvious 
mechanics of the game with the non-Party V peryod 
and liquidator factions ... 

. . . Or take the florid editorial grandly entitled 
"Onward!". "Class-conscious workers!" we read in 
that editorial. "At the present momenl thorn is no 
more important (sic!) and comprehensive slogan 
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(the poor fellow has let his tongue run away with 
him) than freedom of association, assembly, and 
:-.trikes." "The Social-Democrats," we read further, 
'\:all upon the proletariat to fight for a republic. 
Bul if the fight for a republic is not to be merely 
lhc hare (!!) slogan of a select few, it is necessary 
that yon class-conscious workers should teach the 
masses to realise from experience the need for free
dom o[ association and to fight for this most vital 
class demand." 

Th is revolutionary phraseology merely serves to 
disguise and justify tho falsity of liquidationism, 
and thereby to befuddle the minds of Lhe workers. 
Why is the slogan calling for a republic the bare 
slogan of a select few when tho existence of a repuL-
1 ic means that it would be impossible to disperse 
1 lte Duma, means freedom of association and of the 
prnss, means freeing the peasants from violence and 
pl 11 udor ... Is it not clear that it is just the opposi
Lt~ · that it is the slogan of "freedom of associa
liou" as a "comprehensive" slogan, used indepen
dently of tho slogan of a republic, that is "bare" 
;uul senseless? 

lt is absurd to demand "freedom of association" 
f rnrn the tsarist monarchy, without explaining to 
llw masses that such freedom cannot be expected 
r rnm tsarism and that to obtain it there must Le 
<t republic. The introduction of bills into the Duma 
011 freedom of association, and questions and spooch
l'S on such subjects, ought Lo sot·vp 11s Social
Democrats as an occasion and material for our agi
tation in favour of a republic. 

The "class-conscious workers should teach the 
masses to realise from experience the need for free
dom of association"! This is the old so11g of old 
Russian opportunism, the opportunism long ago 
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proach~d to death ~y the Economists. Tho experi
ence o[ tl!e ma~ses is that the rninistel's are closing 
down then· um?ns, that the governors and police 
offi~ors are daily perpetrating deeds or violence 
agamst th~m-this is real experience of the masses. 
But extollmg the slogan of "freedom of association" 
~s opposed to a republic is merely phrase-mougm
mg by an opportunist intellectual who is alien to 
the masses ... Actually, it is ... something different 
the experience of life that educates them· what en~ 
lightens them is the agitation of the clas~-conscious 
work.ers for a r~public-wliich is the sole compre
hensive slogan from the standpoint of political de
mocracy. 

. Tr.otsky knows perfectly well that liquidators writ
mg rn legal publications combine this very slogan 
of. "freedom of association" with the slogan "down 
with the underground party, down with tho struggle 
for a republic". Trotsky's partic11lar task is to con
ceal liquidationism by throwing dust in tho eyes of 
the workers. 

* .. .. 

It. is impossible to argue with Trotsky on the 
merits of the issue, because Trotsky holds no views 
whatever. We can and should argue with confirmed 
li~uidators and otzovists; but it is no use arguing 
with a man whose game is to hide the errors of 
both these trends; in his case the thing to do is to 
expose him as a diplomat of the smallest calibre. 

December, 1911 

Coll. ivorks, 
Vol. 17, pp. 360, 361, 362 
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From: 

The Liquidators Against the Party 

... Trotsky was entrusted with singing all the vir
tues of the Organising Committee 39 and of the 
forthcoming liquidationist conference; nor could 
I.hey have assigned the job to anyone fitter than 
1110 "professional uniter". And he did sing them
in every variety of type his Vienna prin1rr crnrld 
l'1nd: "Tho supporters of Vperyod and Golos, pro-
1 'arty Bolsheviks, pro-Party Mrnsheviks, so-called 
liquidators and non-factionalists-in Russia and ab
road-are firmly supporting the work. .. " of the Or
g-anising Committee. (Pravda, No. 24.) 

The poor fellow-again he told a lie, and again 
I 1 e miscalculated. The bloc under the hegemony of 
the liquidators, which was being prepared in oppo
si t.ion to the Conference of 1912 with so much fuss, 
is now bursting at the seams and the reason is that 
I hn liquidators have shown their hand too openly. 
Thn Poles 40 refused to take part in the Organising 
!~ommittoe. Plekhanov, through correspondence with 
;1 rt>presentativn of thn C:ommitt.ee, established sev
"rnl interesting details, to wit: ( 1) that what is plan
t1Pd is a "constituent" conference, i.e., not a confe
rPnce of the RSDLP, but of some new party; (2) 
Lliat it is being convened on "anarchical" lines; UI) 
I.hat the "conference is being convened by the liqui
dators." Aftnr these circumstances had }wen re
\'Palod hy Comrade Plekhanov, thrro was nothing 
snrprising to ns in the fact that the so-callnd Bol
shevik (?!) conciliators 41 phicked up courage and 
1·psolved to convict Trotsky of---having told a lie 
liy listing them among the supportrrs of the Orga
nising Committee. "This Organising Committee, as 
it is now constituted, with its obvious tendency to 



impose npon the whole Party itR own attitude to thr 
liquidators, and with tho principles of organisational 
~narchy whic? it has made the basis for increasing 
its mernl10rsh1p, does not provide the least guarantee 
that a really general Party conference will be con
vened." That is how our emboldened "pro-Party" 
pooplc comment on the Organising Committee today. 
\Ve do not know where tho most Leftist of our 
Left-the Vperyod group, who at one time hastened 
to signify its sympathy with the Organising Com
mittee -stand today. Nor is this of any importance. 
'l'lie imporlant thing is that the liquidationist char
acter of the conference to be held by the Organis
ing Committee has been established by PlekhanoY 
with irrefutable clarity, and that the statesmanlike 
minds of the "conciliators" had to bow to this fact.. 
\Vho remains, then? The open liquidators and Trot
sky ... 

Tho haRis of this bloc is obvious: the liquidators 
enjoy full freedom to pursue their line in Zhivoye 
Dyelo 42 and Nasha Zarya 43 "as before", while 
Trotsky, operating abroad, screens them with r-r-rcw
olutionary phrases, which cost him nothing and do 
not bind thorn in any way. 

There is one little lesson to be drawn from thiR 
affair hy those abroad who are sighing for unity. 
. . . To build llp a party, it is not enough to be able 
to shout "unity"; it is also necessary to have a 
political programme, a programme of political ac
tion. Tho bloc comprising the liquidators, Trotsky, 
tho Vperyod group, the Poles, the pro-Party Bolshe
viks (?), tho Paris Menshoviks, and so on and so 
forth, was forodoomorl to ignominious faihire, be
causr it was hased on an unprincipled approach, on 
hypocrisy and hollow phrases. As for those who 
sigh, it would not ho amiss if they finally made up 
their minds on that extremely complicated and dif-
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ficult question: With whom do they want to have 
unity? If it is with the liquidators, why not say so 
without mincing? But if they are against unity 
with the liquidators, then what sort of unity are 
they sighing for? 

The January Conference 44 and the bodies it elec
IPd are tho only thing that actually unites all the 
HSDLP fnnctionaries in Russia today. Apart from 
tlrn Conf eronco there is only the promise of the 
Bundists and Trotsky to convene the liqnidationist 
conference of the Organising Committee, and the 
"conciliators" who are experiencing their liquida
tionist hang-over. 

May, 1912 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 18, pp. 22-24 

From: 

The Break-Up of the "August" Bloc 45 

A 11 who are interested in the working-class move
rnPnt and Marxism in Russia know that a bloc of 
lli1~ li1p1idators, Trotsky, the Letts 46

, the Rnndists 
and the Caucasians 47 waR formed in A11g11st Hl12 . 

Tl11' formation of this bloc was announced with 
, 48 

l.rPrnrnrlons ballyhoo in tho newspaper f;uch, 
which was fon~ded in St. Petersburg--not with 
workers' money-just when tho elections were ~)()i.ng 
liPld 49 in order to sabotage the will of the maJor1ty 
of tl~n organised workers. l L went into raptures oYer 
I lie hloc's "large membership", over the alliance of 
"Marxists of diffm·ent trends", over "unity" and no?
l'actionalism, and it raged against tho "splitters', 
the supporters of the January 1912 Conference. 
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The question of "unity" was thus presented to 
thinking workers in a new and practical light. The 
facts were to show who was right: those who praised 
the "unity" platform and tactics of the "Au
gust" bloc members, or those who said that this 
was a false signboard, a new disguise for the old, 
bankrn rt liquidators. 

Exactly eighteen months passed. A tremrrnlous 
period considering the upsurge of Hl12-13. And 
then, in Fc>bruary Hl14, a new journal-this time 
eminently "unifying" and eminently and truly 
"non-factional"--bcari11g tlw lille /Jorll(/, 00 was 
founded by Trotsky, Ll1at "genuine" adherent of 
the August platform. 

Both the contents of Rorba's issue No. 1 and what 
the liquidators wrote about that journal before it 
appeared, at once revealed to the attentive obser
ver that the August bloc had broken up and that 
frantic efforts were being made to conceal this and 
hoodwink the workers. But this fraud will also he 
exposed very soon. 

Before the appearance of Borba, the editors of 
Severnaya Rabochaya Gazeta 51 published a scath
ing comment stating: "The real physiognomy of 
this journal, which has of late heen spoken of quite 
a lot in Marxist circles, is still unclear to us." 

Think of that, reader: since August 1912 Trotsky 
has lieen considered a leader of the August unity 
bloc; lmt the whole of 1913 shows him to have been 
dissociated from Luch and the Luchists. In 1914, 
this selfsame Trotsky establishes his own journal, 
while continning fictitionsly on tlrn staff of Sever
naya Rabochaya Gazeta and Nasha Zarya. "There is 
a good deal of talk in cirrles" aho11t a sPrrl't "nwm
orandnrn"-which the liqnidal.ors are keeping 
dark---writt()n hy Trotsky against the Luchists, Mes
sers. F. D., 52 L.M., 53 and similar "strangers". 

And yet. the t.rnthfnl, non-factional and unifying 
Editorial Board o[ Severnaya Rabochaya Gazeta 
writes: "Its physiognomy is still unclear to us!" 

lL is uot yet clear to them that the August bloc 
has fallen apart! 

No, Messers. F.D., L.M. and other Luchists, it is 
IH~rfectly "clear" to yon, and yo11 arc> simply dc>cciv
i 11g the workers. 

Thl' A11g11st hloc--as we said at tho time, in Au
~·11st Hlt2--t11rned 0111. lo Jip a nrnre scn•rn for the 
liq11idal.or". That liloc has fallen os1111dcr. /~'pen it" 
l'ril'IHis in H11ssia have not lH•c11 abln to slick to
gdhor. The famous unitcrs even failed to unite them
:crilves and we got two "August" trends, the Luch
ist trend (Nasha Zarya and Severnaya Rabochaya 
Cllzeta) and the Trotskyist trend (Borba). Both are 
waving scraps of the "general and united" August 
ha 11 ner which they have torn up, and both are 
''iirn1ting themselves hoarse with cries of "unity"! 

\Vhat is Horha's trend'? Trotsky wrote a verbose 
;irticle in Severnaya Rabochaya Gazeta, No. 11, ex
plaining this, but tho editors of that liquidator ncws
papPr very pointedly replied that its "physiognomy 
is still unclear". 

The liquidators do have their own physiognomy, 
;1 tiheral, not a Marxist one ... 

Trntsky, however, l1as never had any "physiogno-
111y" at all; thn only thing ho rloes l1ave is a habit 
"r !'hanging sidPs, of skipping from the liberals to 
1111• Marxists and back again, of mouthing scraps 
.,r rntchwords and homhastic parrot phrases. 

I 11 llorha you will not find a single live word on 
:111y controversial issne ... 

... Trntsky ass11rcs us that he is in favour of com
!1i11i11g irnmedial.e demands with i1ltirnatc aims, hut 
I l11•rp is not a word as to his attitude towards the 
lir1uidator method of effecting this "combination"! 



Actually, unrler cover of high-sounding, empty, 
anrl obscure phr:rnes that confnse the non-class-con
scious workers, Trotsky is defending the liquida
tors ... 

... Unity means rallying the majority of the work
rrs in Russia about decisions which have long been 
k 11own, and which condemn liquirlationism. Unity 
mPans Lhat members of the Duma must work in 
harmony wiLh the will of the majority of the work
ers, which Lhe six workers' deputies are doing. 

nut tlw liquidators and Trotsky, tho Seven and 
Trotsky, who tore up their own August bloc, who 
flouted all the decisions of the Party and dissocia
ted themselves from the "underground" as well as 
from tho organised workers, are the worst splitters. 
F'orL11nalely, the workers have already realised this, 
and all class-conscious workers are creating their 
own real unity against the liquidator disruptors of 
llllity. 

March, l!l14 
Coll. Works, 
Vol. 20, pp. I 58-161 

From: 

Disruption of Unity Under Cover 
of Outcries for Unity 

Tlw questions of tho present-day working-class 
movement are in many respects vexerl questions, 
particularly for representatives of that movement's 
recPnt past (i.r., of the stage which historically has 
just drawn to a close). This applies primarily to 
the quPstions of so-called factionalism, splits, and 
so forth. One often hears intellectuals in the work-
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ing-class movement making m•rvo11s, feverish and 
almost hysterical appeals not to raise those vexerl 
questions. Those who have experienced the long 
years of struggle between the various trends among 
Marxists. . . may naturally think it superfluous to 
repeat many of the arguments on the subject of 
tliPse vf'xerl questions. 

13111 there are not many peoplr~ left today who 
took part in tho fmH"l.een-year-olrl connict among 
Marxists (not to speak of the eighteen- or nineteen
ynar-ol<l connict, counting from tho moment the first 
.~ymptoms of Economism appeared). The vast ma
jority of the workers who now make up the ranks 
of the Marxists either do not remember the old con
flict, or have never heard of it. To the overwhelm
ing majority ... these vexed questions are a mat
ll'T" of exceptionally great interest. We therefore in
lend to deal with these questions, which have been 
rniscd as it were anew (anrl for tho y01mger gene
rnLion of tho workers they are really now) by TroL
:-;ky's "non-factional workers' journal", Borba. 

I. "FACTIONALISM" 

Trotsky calls his new journal "non-factional". He 
puf.s this word in the top line in his advertisf'ments; 
this word is stressed by him in every key, in the 
l'rl itorial articles of Horba itself, as well as in the 
liq11irlationist Severnaya Rabochaya Gazeta, which 
carried an article on Borba by Trotsky before the 
lal.ler began publication. 

What is this "non-factionalism"? 
Trot.sky's "workers' journal" is Trotsky's journal 

for workers as thNe is not a trace in it of either 
workers' ini,tiative, or any connection with working
class organisations. Desiring to write in a popular 
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style, Trotsky, in his jomnal for workers, explains 
for tlte benefit of his readers the meaning of such 
foreign words as "territory", "factor", and so forth. 

Very good. But why not also explain to the work
ers the meaning of the word "non-factionalism"? 
Is that word more intelligible than the words "ter
ritory" and "factor"? 

No, that is not the reason. The reason is that the 
laliel "non-factionalism" is used by the worst rep
resenl.ativrs of the worst remnants of factionalism 
to mislead the younger generation of workers. Jt is 
worth whilu devoting a little time Lo explaining this. 

Group-division was the main distinguishing fea
ture of the Social-Democratic Party during a de
finite historical period. Which period? From 1903 to 
1911. 

To explain the nature of this group-division more 
clearly we must recall the concrete conditions that 
existed in, say, HlOo-07. At that time the Party 
was 1mitod, there was no split, but group-division 
existed, i.e., in the united Party there were virtu
ally two gr011ps, two virtually separate organisa
ti011s. The local workers' organisations were united, 
lrn t on every important issue the two groups devis
ed two sets of tactics. The advocates of the respec
tive tactics disputed among themselves in the uni
ted workers' organisations. . . and questions were 
decided by a majority vote. One group was defeated 
at the Stockholm Unity Congress ( 1906), the other 
was ddPatod at tho London Unity Congress ( Hl07). 

Tlwse are commonly known facts in the history 
of organised Mal'xism in H11ssia. 

It is sufficient to recall these commonly known 
facts to realise what glaring falsehoods Trotsky is 
spreading. 

For over two years, since 1fl12, there has been 
no factionalism among the organised Marxists in 
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Russia, no disputes over tactics in united organisa
tions, at united conferences and congresses. There 
is a complete break between the Party, which in 
January Hl J 2 formally announced that the liqnida
tms do not belong to it, and the liquidators. TI"ot
sky often calls this state of affairs a "split", and we 
shall deal with this appellation separately later on. 
But it remains an undo nliLL·d fact LI ia t tlw term 
"factionalism" deviates from the truth. 

As we 11ave said, this term is a repetition, and 
uncritical, unreasonable, senseless repetition of 
what was true yesterday, i.e., in the period that 
has already passed. When Trotsky talks to us about 
the "chaos of factional strife" (see No. 1, pp. 5, 6, 
and many others) we realise at once which period 
of the past his words echo. 

Consider the present state of affairs from the 
viewpoint of the young Russian workers who now 
cunsti tu to nine-tenths of the organised Marxists in 
Hussia. They see three mass expressions of the dif
ferent views, or trends in the working-class move
ment: tho Pravdists, 54 gathered around a newspa
per with a circulation of 40,000; the liquidators 
( ifi,000 circulation) and the Left N arodniks 55 

( l 0,000 circulation) ... 
The question arises: what has "chaos" got to do 

with it? Everybody knows that Trotsky is fond of 
high-sounding and empty phrases. But the catch
word "chaos" is not only pl1rase-mongering; it sig
nifies also the transplanting, or rather, a vain at
tempt to transplant, to Hussian soil, in the present 
period, the relations that existed abroad in a 
bygone period. That is the whole point. 

There is no "chaos" whatever in the struggle be
tween the Marxists and t.he Narodniks. 56 That, we 
hope, not even Trotsky will dare to deny. The strug
gle between the Marxists and the N arodniks has been 
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going on for over thirty years, evrr since Marxism 
came into being. . . Ir there is any "chaos" any
where, it is only in the heads of cranks who fail 
Lo understand this. 

\Vhat, then, remains? "Chaos" in the struggle be
tween the Marxists and the liquidatorsi) That., too, 
is wrong for a struggle against a trend, which the 
entire l'arty recognised as a trend and comlemned 
as far back as 1908, cannot be called chaos. And 
everybody who has the least concern for till• history 
of Marxism in Hussia knows that liq11idaLio11isrn is 
most closely and inseverably connected, even as re
gards its luaders and supporters, with Menshevism 
( l \J03-08) and Economism ( 1894-1903). Conse
q 1iently, here, too, we have a history extending over 
nearly twenty years. To regard the history of one's 
own Party as "chaos" reveals an unpardonable 
om pty-hcadedness. 

Now let 11s examine the present situation from 
the point of view of Paris or Vienna. At once the 
whole picture changes. Besides the Pravdists and 
liquidators, we see no less than five Husiiian groups 
claiming membership of one and the same Social
Dernocratic Party ... 57 

Here Trotsky is right in a certain sense; this is 
indeed group-division, chaos indeed! 

Groups within the Party, i.e., nominal unity (all 
claim to belong to one Party) and actual disunity 
(for, in fact, all the groups are independent of one 
another arnl enLel' in lo uegotiati ons and agreements 
with each other as sovereign powers). 

. . . Take a period of two full years-1912 and 
1\J1:). As everybody knows, this was a period of the 
revival and upswing ol' the working-class movement, 
when every trend or tendency of a more or less 
mass character (and in politics this mass character 
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alone counts) could not but exercise some influence 
on the Fonrth Duma elections, the strike movement, 
the legal newspapers, the trade unions, the insu
rnnce election campaign, and so on. Throughout 
those two years, not one of these five groups abroad 
asserted itself in the slightest degree in any of the 
activities of the mass working-class movement in 
H11ssia just enumerated! 

That is a fact that anybody can easily verify. 
And that fact proves that we were right in calling 

Trotsky a representative of the "worst runuiauLs of 
factionalism". 

Although he claims to be non-factional, Trotsky 
is known to everybody wlio is in Lhe least fa111iliar 
with the working-class movement in Hussia as the 
l'l'lH'esentative of "Trotsky's faction". Here we liave 
grnup-division, for we see two essential symptoms 
u[ it: (1) nominal recognition of unity and (2) 
grn11p segregation in fact. Here there are remnants 
of group-division, for there is no evidence wl1atever 
of any real connection with the mass working-class 
mon•ment in Russia. 

Aud lastly, it is the worst form o[ group-division, 
fol' there is no ideological and political definiteness. 
l t cannot be denied that this definiteness is charac
lt•ristic of both the Pravdists (even our determined 
1ipponent L. Martov admits that we stand "solid 
and disciplined" around universally known formal 
dt~cisious on all q uestious) and the liquidators 
(!hey, or at all evunts the most prominent of thorn, 
have very definite features, namely, liberal, not 
J\Iarxist) ... 

Trotsky, however, possesses no ideological and 
political definiteness, l'or his patent for "non-factio
nalism''. .. is merely a patent to flit freely to and 
fro, from one group to another. 
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To sum up: 
1) Trotsky docs not explain, nor does he under

stand, the historical significance of the ideological 
disagreenw11Ls among Lhe various Marxist tn~n<ls and 
grn11 ps, although these disagreements run through 
the twenty years' history of Social-Democracy and 
concern the fundamental q ucstions of the present 
day ... 

2) Trotsky fails Lo un<lcrsLand that the main spe
cific features of group-division aro nominal recogni
tion of unity and actual disunity; 

;J) lJ nder cover of "non-factionalism" Trotsky is 
championing the interests of a group abroad which 
particularly lacks deft nitc principles and has no 
basis in the working-class movement in Russia. 

All that glitters is not gold. There is much glit
ter and sound in Trotsky's phrases, but they are 
meaningless ... 

,z. * * 

The old participants in the Marxist movement in 
Russia know Trotsky very well, and there is no 
need to discuss him for their benefit. But tlic y01111-
ger generation of workers do not know him, and it 
is therefore necessary to discuss him, for he is typi
cal of all the five groups abroad, which, in fact, 
arc also vacillating between the liquidators and the 
Party. 

In the days of the old Iskra ( 1901-03), these 
waverers who flitted from the Economists to the 
Iskrists 'and back again, were dubbed "Tushino · 
turncoats" (the name given in the Troublous Ti
mes 58 in Rus to fighting men who went over from 
one camp to another). 

When we speak of liquidationism we speak of a 
definite ideological trend, which grew up in the 
course of many years, stems from Menshevism and 
Economism in the twenty years' history of Marx
ism, and is connected with the policy and ideology 
of a definite class-the liberal bourgeoisie. 

The only ground the "Tushino turncoats" have 
for claiming that they stand above groups is that 
they "borrow" their ideas from one group one day 
and from another the next day. Trotsky was an ar
dent Iskrist in 1901-03 ... 

At the end of 1903, Trotsky was an ardent Men
shevik, i.e., he deserted from the Iskrists to the 
Economists. He said that "between the old Iskra and 
the new lies a gulf". In 1904-05, he deserted the 
Mcnsheviks and occupied a vacillating position, 
now co-operating with Martynov (the Economist), 
now proclaiming his absurdly Left "permanent rev
olution" 59 theory. In 1906-07, he approached the 
Holsheviks, and in the spring of 1907 he declared 
I.hat he was in agreement with Rosa Luxemburg. 

T n the period of disintegration, after long "non
rnr,tional" vacillation, he again went to the right, 
;incl in August 1912, he entered into a bloc with 
I lie liquidators. He has now deserted them again, 
although in substance he reiterates their shoddy 
ideas. 

Such types are characteristic of the flotsam of 
past historical formations, of the time when the 
mass working-class movement in Russia was still 
dormant, and when every group had "ample room" 
in which to pose as a trend, group or faction, in 
short, as a "power", negotiating amalgamation with 
others. 

The younger generation of workers should know 
nxactly whom they are dealing with, when individ
uals come before them with incredibly pretentious 
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claims, unwilling absolutely to reckon with either 
the Party decisions, which since 1908 have defined 
and established our attitude towards liquidationism, 
or with the experience of the present-day working
class movement in Russia, which has actually 
brought about the unity of the majority on the ba
sis of full recognition of the aforesaid decisions. 

May, 1914 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 20, pp. 327-332, 346-347 

From: 

A Letter to Alexandra Kollontai 60 

(Written not earlier than August 4, 1915) 
Dear A. M., 

We were very glad about the statement by the 
Norwegians and your efforts with the Swedes. 61 It 
would be devilishly important to have a joint inter
national statement by the Left Marxists! (A state
ment of principle is the main thing, and so far the 
only thing possible.) 

Roland-Holst, 62 like Rakovsky 63 (have you seen 
his French pamphlet?), like Trotsky, in my opinion, 
are all the most harmful "Kautskians", 64 in the 
sense that all of them in various forms are for unity 
with the opportunists, all in various forms embellish 
opportunism, all of them (in various ways) preach 
eclecticism instead of revolutionary Marxism ... 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 35, p. 200 

From: 

A Letter to Henriette Roland-Holst 

March 8, 1916 . 
. •th Trotsky? This 

(5) What ar~ our diff~~n~~\~~~f-he is a Kaut
must probably interest Y · •t "th the Kaut-
skyite, that is, he stan~~ fo~ 6~n~Jd w~ith Chkheid
skyites in. the Interna ionfn Russia. We are abso
ze's 66 parliamentary g:oup Chkheidze with his phra
lntely against such un~ty. , Id· 67 see his recent 

1 t l · for Zimmerwa · 
1 ses (t rn ie 

1.~ r::/III) loaks the fact that le h Vorwarts .i c C 'tt and speec . . f the Organising ,ommi ee 6R 
shares the v10ws .° ~rt in the war committees. 
of the people takin~ p ainst tho Organising Corn
Trotsky at presontd1sMagt ,) b~1t, for unity with the 
mittee (Axelrod an ar ov 
Chkheidze Duma group!_! 

We are decidedly agarnst. C mrade Pannekoek 69 
With best regards to you, ! ,o 

and the other Dutch comrades. 
Yours 

N. Lenin 
(;oil. Work.~. 
Vol. 43, pp. 515 516 

From: 
The Tasks of the Proletariat in Our 

Revolution 70 

Draft Platform for the Proletarian Party 

THE SITUATION WITHIN THE SOCIALIST INTERNATIONAL 

l to the workers Moro appea s , · t 
· · · f drvot10n ,o <'mply asRnrances o . t fix 
direci or indirect attempts o L 
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of all countries, 
intrrnationalism, 
a "sequence" of 



action Ly th 1 . . . e revo utwnar l . 
IOus belligerent countries ) pro. eLariat in the var-
clude "agreements" b t , abor1011s efforts to con
~elligerent countries 0~ ;;:n the. socialists of the 
t10nary struggle all th f questlon of the revolu-
of · l · ' e uss over th socia ist congresses fo th e summoning . 
campaign etc etc r e purpose of a peace 
th ' ., .-no matter h · 

ors of such ideas att t . ow smcere the au-
amount, as far as their e~p s: an~ p~ans may be
~erned, to mere phrase-~~ectw~ s1gmficance is con
mnocent and pious w· h n~rmg, and at best are 
deception of the peopl~s b~s,th t ~nly _to_ conceal the 

Good people often for e c anvmists ... 
setting of the impe . 1. gtet the brutal and savage 
d rm IS world w Th· oes not tolerate ph d ar. is setting 
and pious wishes. rases, an mocks at innocent 

. There is one, and onl o k" 
twnalism and that ·s Y nk~' md of real interna-
h ' I -wor 1ng h l h t e development of th I . w o e eartedly for 

th e revo ut1onar 
e revolutionary struggl . , y movement and 

s?pporting (by pro a a:in one s own country, and 
rial aid) this strugfz/ th· a, sydmpathy, and mate
every country without 'exc~\.an only this, line, in . 

Everything else is dece pti10n. 
During the two odd P on and Manilovism. 11 

tional socialist and year:_. of the war the interna
~very country has evo7v~~ mg-class movement in 
ignores reality and three trends. Whoever 
stence of these threere:useJ to recogni.~0 the exi
fight consistently for ti re~ s, to an~lysc them, to 
nationalist is doom drnt rend that IS mally intoT'-, e o im110t I . . and errors. ence, JC!plessncss 

The three trends are: 
1) The social-chauvinists i . . 

and chauvinists in deed , t"' socialists in word 
fence of the fatherland'" i~eop ~ who. re.cognise "de-
above all in the present imp!~ai~f ~~~)~t war (and 
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These people are our class enemies. They have 
gone over to the bourgeoisie. 

They are the majority of the official leaders of 
tlte official Social-Democratic parties in all coun
Lries ... 

2) The second trend, known as the "Centre", 
rnnsists of people who vacillate between the social
chauvinists and the true internationalists. 

The "Centre" all vow and declare that they are 
!Vlarxists and internationalists, that they are 
fur peace, for bringing every kind of "pressure" 
lo bear upon the governments, for "demanding" in 
t~very way that their own government should "as
certain the will of the people for peace", that they 
are for all sorts of peace campaigns, for peace with
out annexations, etc., etc.-and for peace with the 
sucial-chauvinists. The "Centre" is for "unity", the 
Centre is opposed to a split. 

The "Centre" is a realm of honeyed petty-bour
geois phrases, of internationalism in word and cow
anily opportunism and fawning on the social-chau-
v i nists in deed. 

The crux of the matter is that the "Centre" is not 
convinced of the necessity for a revolution against 
one's own government; it does not preach revolu
tion; it does not carry on a wholehearted revolu
tionary struggle; and in order to evade such a strug
gfo it resorts to the tritest ultra-"Marxist"-sounding 
excuses ... 

The chief leader and spokesman of the "Centre" 
is Karl Kautsky, the most outstanding authority in 
Lite Second International (1889-1914), since August 
L914 a model of utter bankruptcy as a Marxist, the 
embodiment of unheard-of spinelessness, and the 
most wrntched vacillations and betrayals ... 

Naturally, at times individuals unconsciously drift 
from the social-chauvinist to the "Centrist" posi-
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tion, and vice versa. Every Marxist knows that 
classes are distinct, even though individuals may 
move freely from one class to another; similarly, 
trends iu political life are distinct in spite of the 
fact that individuals may change freely from one 
trend to another, and in spite of all attempts and 
eliorts to amalgamate trends. 

J) The third trend, that of the true iuternational
ists, is best represented by the ".Zimmerwald Left". 
(We reprint as a supplement its manifesto of Sep
tembel' HJ15, to enable the reader to learn of the 
inception of this trend at first hand.) 

Its distinctive feature is its complete break with 
both social-chauvinism and "Centrism", and its gal
lant revolutionary struggle against its own impe
rialist government and its own imperialist bourgeoi
sie. Its principle is: "Our chief enemy is at home." 
It wages a ruthless struggle against honeyed social
pacifist phrases (a social-pacifist is a socialist in 
word and a bourgeois pacifist in dood; bourgeois 
pacifists dream of an everlasting peace without the 
overthrow of tho yoke and domination of capital) 
and against all suuterfuges employed to deny the 
possibility, or the appropriateness, 01· the timeliness 
of proletarian revolutionary struggle and of a prole
tarian socialist revolution in connection with the 
present war ... 

It is not a question of shades of opinion, which 
certainly exist even among the Lefts. It is a ques
tion of trend. The thing is that it is not easy to he 
an internationalist in deed during a terrible impe
rialist war. Such people are few; but it is on such 
people alone that the future of socialism depends; 
they alone are the leaders of the people, and not 
their corrupters. 

Tltc distinction between the reformists and the 
revolutionaries, among the Social-Democrats, and 
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ob· ectively bound to ~n
socialists generall~, ";,~~ co~ditions of the .~mperiaJ
dergo a change nn er fi themselves to deman -
ist war. Those who con. ne overnments should con
. " that the bourge01s_ g h .11 of the peoples ing " tain t e wi f 
elude peace or ascer t lly slipping into re ormt 
for peace," etc., are ac ~fem of the war can be so -
For objectively, the pro a 
. ·d' only in a revolutionary w y .. . and must be de-

\ e . d ·eforms can n 
The most vane r . ments, but one ca -

in anded of the_ bo_urgeois J~:~:ism and reformism, 
not, without smki~g to d classes entangled hh t~l 
<lernaml that peop ~ anf ·mperialist capital s ou 11 
Lhousands of threa s o d i less they are torn, a 
I ear those thread_s. An l~n . dle and deceitful prat-
la lk of a war agamst war is i . 
ll ' "C t " are revolutiona-, e. k ·t " the en re ' . t r The "Kauts yi es ' . . deed they are m e -

d d reformists m ' f th social-ri cs in ':or . an d and accomplices o e 
nationalists m wor 
diauvinists in deed. 

April, 1917 
Coll. Works, 
Vol. 24, pp. 74-75, 
75-76, 77-78, 80 

From: 

The Crisis Has Matured 72 

v 
. htest doubt that if the 

... And there is not the shg s to be caught in the 
Bolsheviks allowed th~mse_lve "faith" in the Con-

. · t. al illusions, f tl Con-I 1"11, of const1tu ion ocation o 10 
• . , . d ·n the conv of 

g1·Pss ol ~ov1ets an i .t. ,, for the Congress . ' ' bl 73 "wai ing sl.1Lne11L Assem y, 
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Soviets, and so forth-these Bolsheviks would most 
certainly he miserable traitors to the proletarian 
cause. 

They would he traitors to the cause, for by their 
conduct they would he betraying the German revo
lutionary workers who have started a revolt in the 
navy. To "wait" for the Congress of Soviets and so 
forth under such circumstances would be a betray
al of internationalism, a betrayal of the cause of the 
world socialist revolution. 

For internationalism consists of deeds and not 
phrases, not expressions of solidarity, not resolu
tions. 

The Bolsheviks would be traitors to the peasants, 
for to tolerate the suppression of the peasant rev
olt. .. would be to ruin the whole revolution, to 
ruin it for good. An outcry is raised about anarchy 
and about the increasing indifference of the people, 
but what else can the people be but indifferent to 
the elections, when the peasants have been driven 
to revolt while the so-called "revolutionary democ
rats" are patiently tolerating its suppression by 
military force! 

The Bolsheviks would be traitors to democracy 
and to freedom, for to tolerate the suppression of the 
peasant revolt at such a moment would mean allow
ing the elections to the Constituent Assembly ... 

The crisis has matured. The whole future of the 
Russian revolution is at stake. The honour of the 
Bolshevik Party is in question. The whole future 
of the international workers' revolution for social
ism is at stake. 

The crisis has matured ... 

September 29, 1917 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 26, pp. 81-82 

72 

Telegram to General Head~uart~rs ~!the 
Supreme Commander-m-Ch1ef 

.I anuary 29 
\February 11), 1918 

Use all methods available to yof d~~n~~fi~:!ti~r~ 
day's telegram on peace and genera f L . 75 
ol' the armies on all fronts. By order o emn. 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 44, p. 60 

Telegram to General Headq~arte~s of the 
Supreme Commander-m-Ch1ef 

.lanuary 30 
(February 12), 1918 

Notify all army commissars and Bonch-Bruyed 
v ich 76 that all telegrams signed by Trotskyt abe 
Krylenko on demobilisation of the army are ~ ce 
held up. We cannot give you the peacel tderdms,Psle1~se 

l t Yet been cone u e · peace really ms no . t"l you re-
itold up all telegr~m~ reportmg peace un l 

ceive special permission. 

73 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 44, p. 61 



From: 
Speech at the Evening Sitting of the Central 

Committee of the RSDLP(B). February 18, 1918 

Minutes 

c.ornrade Lenin. This is a basic question ... War is 
110 JO~e. We ~re losing railway cars, and our trans
por~ i~ Lreakm_g do.wn. We cannot wait any longer 
Leca use ~he s1tuat10n has fully crystallised. The 
people will not understand this: since there is a 
war ~n, Lhere should have been no demobilisation· 
the Cxermans will now take everything. This thing 
h~s ~one. so far t~iat continued sitting on the fence 
~111 mev1tably rum the revolution .... there was no 
sign of a r~volution in Germany; if that is so the 
Germans will find their advance very rewarding. 
vy e .cannot afford to wait, which would mean con- · 
s1.grnng ~he Russian. revolution to the scrap-heap. 
H Lhc Geruia.ns saal LhaL Llicy wanted to over
throw Bolshevik power, we would naturally have to 
fight; no more procrastination is permissible. It is 
now no longer a matter of the past but of 
the present ... The only thing we can do is offer the 
Germans a resumption of the talks. There is no 
half-way house in this ... 

. · ·,:We have done our best to help the revolution 
m hnland, hut now we can do no more ... It is too 
late to put out feelers, because it is quite clear now 
that the Germans can launch an offensive. An offer 
of peace must he made to the Germans. 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 26, pp. 522-523 
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From: 
The Revolutionary Phrase 

When I said at a l'arLy meeting that the revolu
tionary phrase about a revolutionary war might ruin 
our revolution, I was reproached for the sharpness 
of my polemics. There are, however, moments, when 
a question must be raised sharply and things given 
their proper names, the danger being that other
wise irreparable harm may he done to the Party 
and the revolution. 

Hevolutionary phrase-making, more often than 
uot, is a disease from which revolutionary parties 
:rnffcr at times when they constitute, directly or in
directly, a combination, alliance or intermingling 
of proletarian and petty-bourgeois elements, and 
wlten the course of revolutionary events is marked 
by big, rapid zigzags. By revolutionary phrase-mak
ing we mean the repetition of revolutionary slogans 
irrespective of objective circumstances at a given 
Lnrn in events, in the given state of affairs obtain
ing al the time. The slogans are superb, alluring, 
iut.oxicatiug, but there are no grounds for them; 
:mch is the nature of the revolutionary phrase ... 

6 

. .. We are accepting an unfavourable treaty and a 
~eparale peace knowing that today we are not yet 
ruady [or a revolutionary war, that we have to bide 
our time. . . we must wait until we are stronger. 
Therefore, if there is a chance of obtaining the 
must unfavourable separate peace, we absolutely 
mu.st accept it in the interests of the socialist revo
l ut.io11, which is still weak (since lhe maluring rev
olution in Germany has uut yet come Lo our help, 
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to the_ help of the Russians). Only if a separate 
peace i_s absolutely impossible shall we have to fight 
immediate]y-not because it will be correct tactics 
?ut be?ause we shall have no choice. If it prove~ 
impossible there will be no occasion for a dispute 
ove!. tactics. There will be nothing but the inevi
tability of the most .furious resistance. But as long 
as we have a choice we must choose a separate 
peace and an extremely unfavourable treaty. . .. 

Month by month we are growing stronger al
~hough we are today still weak. Month by monll~ the 
rnternational socialist revolution is maturing in Eu
rope, although it is not yet fully mature. There
fore ... therefore, "revolutionaries" (God save us 
from them) argue that we must accept battle when 
German imperialism is obviously stronger tl1an we 
are hut is weakening month by month (because 
of the slow but certain maturing of the revolution 
in Germany) . 

The "revolutionaries" of sentiment argue mag
nificently, they argue superbly! 

7 

The last argument, the most specious and most 
widespread, is that "this obscene peace is a dis
grace, it is betrayal of Latvia, Poland, Courland and 
Lithuania". 

Is it any wonder that the Russian bourgeoisie 
(and their hangers-on, the Novy Luck, 77 Dyelo Na
roda, 78 and Novaya Zhizn 79 gang) are the most 
zealous in elaborating this allegedly international
ist argument? 
. No, i~ is no wonder, for this argument is a trap 
rnto wluch the bourgeoisie are deliberately dragging 
the Russian Bolsheviks, and into which some of 
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them are falling unwittingly, because of their love 
of phrases. 

Let us examine the argument from the stand
point of theory; which should be put first, the right 
of nations to self-determination, or socialism? 

Socialism should. 
Is it permissible, because of a contravention of 

the right of nations to self-determination, to allow the 
Soviet Socialist Republic to be devoured, to expose 
it to the blows of imperialism at a time when im
perialism is obviously stronger and the Soviet Re
public obviously weaker? 

No, it is not permissible-that is bourgeois and 
not socialist politics. 

Further, would peace on the condition that Po
land, Lithuania and Courland are returned "to us" 
he less disgraceful, be any less an annexationist 
peace? 

F'rom the point of view of the Russian bourgeois, 
il would. From the point of view of the socialist
i nternationalist, it would not. 

Beca11se if German imperialism set Poland free 
(which at one time some bourgeois in Germany 
rlnsired), it would squeeze Serbia, Belgium, etc., 
nll the more. 

When the Russian bourgeoisie wail against the 
"obscene" peace, they are correctly expressing their 
class interests. 

But when some Bolsheviks (suffering from the 
phrase disease) repeat that argument, it is simply 
very sad. 

Examine the facts relating to the behaviour of the 
Anglo-French bourgeoisie. They are doing every
lh i ng they can to drag us into the war against 
Germany now, they are offering us ~illions of ble~
:-;ings boots, potatoes, shells, locomotives (on credit 
... that is not "enslavement'', don't fear that! It is 
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"only" credit!). They want us to fight against Ger
many now. 

It i~ obvious why they should want this; they 
want 1t because, in the first place, wo should en
gage part of the German forces. And secondly, be
cause ~oviet power might collapse most easily from 
an untimely armed clash with German imperialism. 

The Anglo-French bourgeoisie are setting a trap 
for us: please he kind enough to go and fight now, 
our gain will he magnificent. The Germans will 
plunder you, will "do well" in tho East, will agree 
to cheaper terms in the Wost, and furthermore So-. ' vrnt power will he swept away. . . Please do fight, 
Bolshevik "allies", wo shall help you! 

And the "Left" (God save us from thorn) Bolshe
viks are walking into the trap hy reciting the most 
revolutionary phrases ... 

Oh yes, one of tho manifestations of the traces 
of tho potty-bourgeois spirit is surrender to revolu
tionary phrases. This is an old story that is peren
nially new ... 

8 

\Vo must fight against the revolutionary phrase, 
we have to fight it .... we absolutely must fight it, 
so that at some future time people will not say of 
i1s tho bitter truth that "a revolutionary phrase 
about revolutionary war ruined the revolution". 

F!•hru:iry, 1918 

r:oll. Works, 
Vol. 27, pp. 19, 26-29 

EXTRAORDINARY SEVENTH CONGRESS 
OF THE RCP(B) so 
March 6-8, 1918 

From: 

Political Report of the Central Committee, 
March 7 

.. .If the European revolution is late in coming, 
gravest defeats await us because we have no army, 
hocause we lack organisation, because, at the mo-
11wnt, these are two problems we cannot solve. If 
yo11 are unable to adapt yourself, if you are not in
r.li ned to crawl on your belly in the mud, you are 
not a rcvol11Lionary but a chatterbox; and I propose 
I It is, not because I like it, but because we have no 
oll1Pr road, because history has not been kind 
1·11011gh to bring the revolution to maturity every
wliuro simultaneously. 

Tho way things are turning out is that the civil 
war has begun as an attempt at a clash with im
PPrialism, and this has shown that imperialism is 
1·otten to the core, and that proletarian elements 
Mu rising in every army. Yes, we shall see the 
world revolution, but for the time being it is a very 
good fairy-tale, a very beautiful fairy-tale-I quite 
11111lerstand children liking beautiful fairy-tales. But 
I ask, is it proper for a serious revolutionary to be
I i1~ve in fairy-tales? ... lt will be a good thing if 
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the German proletariat is able to take action. But 
have you measured it, have you discovered an in
strument that will show that the German revolution 
will break out on such-and-such a day? No, you do 
not know that, and neither do we. You are staking 
everything on this card. If the revolution breaks 
out, everything is saved. Of course! But if it does 
not turn out as we desire, if it does not achieve vic
tory tomorrow-what then? Then the masses will 
say to you, you acted like gamblers-you staked 
everything on a fortunate turn of events that did 
not take place, you proved unfitted for the situation 
that actually arose instead of the world revolution, 
which will inevitably come, but which has not yet 
reached maturity ... 

We do not know how long the respite will last
we will try to take advantage of the situation. Per-· 
haps the respite will last longer, perhaps it will. 
last only a few days. Anything may happen, no one 
knows, or can know, because all the major powers 
are bound, restricted, compelled to fight on severa 
fronts. . . Every serious revolutionary will admi 
that we are right, will admit that any disgraceful 
peace is proper, because it is in the interests of th 
proletarian revolution and the regeneration of Rus 
sia ... 

Coll. Work.!, 
Vol. 27, pp. 101-102, 107 

From: 

Reply to the Debate on the Political Report 
of the Central Committee, March 8 

... I must say something about Comrade Trotsky' 
position. There are two aspects to his activiti 
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when he began the negotiations at Brest and made 
splendid use of them for agitation, we all agreed 
with Comrade Trotsky. He has quoted part of a 
conversation with me, but I must add that it was 
agreed between us that we would hold out until the 
Germans presented an ultimatum, and then we 
would give way. The Germans deceived us-they 
stole five days out of seven from us. Trotsky's tac
tics were correct as long as they were aimed at de
laying matters; they became incorrect when it was 
announced that the state of war had been terminat
t~d but peace had not been concluded. I proposed 
t1 uite definitely that peace be concluded. We could 
not have got anything better than the Brest peace. 
It is now clear to everybody that we would have 
liad a month's respite and that we would not have 
lost anything ... In war you must never tie yourself 
down with formal decisions. It is ridiculous not to 
know the history of war, not to know that a treaty 
is a means of gathering strength ... 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 27, pp. 113-114 

From: 

Speeches Against Trotsky's Amendments to 
the Resolution on War and Peace, March 8 

(Morning) 81 

C:omrades, in my speech I have already said that 
11.t~ither I nor those who support me consider it pos
~1.ble lo accept this amendment. We must in no way 
liu1d our hands in any strategic manoeuvre. . . In-
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stead of the amendments which Comrade Trotsky 
proposes, I am ready to accept the followi ug: 

First, to say-and this I shall certainly uphold
that the present resolution is not to be published 
in the press but that a communication should be 
made only about the ratification of the treaty. 

Secondly, in the forms of publication and content 
the Central Committee shall have the right to in
troduce changes in connection with a possible offen
sive by the Japanese. 

Thirdly, to say that the Congress will empower 
the CC of the Party both to break all the peace 
treaties and to declare war on any imperialist pow
er or the whole world when the CC of the Party 
considers that the appropriate moment for this has 
come. 

We must give the CC full power to break the 
treaties at any moment but this does not in any 
way imply that we shall break them just now, in 
the situation that exists today. At the present time 
we must not bind our hands in any way. The words 
that Comrade Trotsky proposes to introduce will 
gain the votes of those who are against ratification 
in general, votes for a middle course which will 
create afresh a situation in which not a single 
worker, not a single soldier, will understand any- . 
thing in our resolution. 

At the present time we shall endorse the necessi- • 
ty of ratifying the treaty and we shall empower 
the Central Committee to declare war at any mo
ment, because an altack againsl 11s is being pre-: 
pared, perhaps from three sides; Brilain or France 
want to take Archangel from us-it is quite pos
sible they will, but in any case we ought not to 
hamper our central institution in any way, whether 
in regard to breaking the peace treaty or in regard 
to declaring war ... In any case we must not bind: 
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ourselves to not signing any peace treaty. In an 
epoch of growing wars, coming one after the other, 
new combinations grow up. The peace treaty is en
Li rely a matter of vital manoeuvring-either we 
~land by this condition of manoeuvring or we for-
111ally bind our hands in advance in such a way that 
i I will be impossible to move; neither making peace 
11or waging war will be possible. 

II 

It seems to me that I have said: no, I cannot ac
repl this. This amendment makes a hint, it expres
c;ps what Comrade Trotsky wants to say. There 
:-;itould be no hints in the resolution. 

The first point says that we accept ratification of 
i lie treaty, considering it essential to utilise every, 
• von the i>mallost, possibility of a breathing-space 
lid ore irn pcrialism attacks the Soviet Socialist Re
p11 blic. In speaking of a breathing-space, we do not 
forget that an attack on our Republic is still going 
011. Thero you have my opinion, which I stressed 
i 11 111y reply to tho debate. 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 27, pp. 120-121 
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THE TRADE UNIONS, THE PRESENT 
SITUATION AND TROTSKY'S MISTAKES 

From: 

Speech Delivered at a Joint Meeting of 
Communist Delegates to the Eighth Congress of. 
Soviets, Communist Members of the AU-Russia 

Central Council of Trade Unions and 
Communist Members of the Moscow City 

Council of Trade Unions, December 30, 192 

... My principal material is Comrade Trotsky' 
pamphlet, The Role and Tasks of the Trade Unions 
When I compare it with the theses he submitte 
to the Central Committee, and go over it very care 
fully, 1 am amazed at the number of theoretic 
mistakes and glaring blunders it contains. Ho 
could anyone starting a big Party discussion 82 o. 
this question produce such a sorry excuse for a care 
folly thought out statement? Let mo go over th 
main poinls which, I think, contain the origin 
fundamental theoretical errors. 

Trade unions are not just historically necessar 
they are historically inevitable as an organis~tio 
of the industrial proletariat, and, under the dicta 
torship of the proletariat, embrace nearly the whol 
of it. This is basic, but Comrade Trotsky keeps fo 
getting it; he neither appreciates it nor makes . 
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his point of departure ... The trade unions have an 
oxtremely important part to play at every step of 
the dictatorship of the proletariat. But what is their 
part? ... It is not a state organisation; nor is it one 
designed for coercion, but for education. It is an 
organisation designed to draw in and to train; it 
is, in fact, a school: a school of administration, a 
"chool of economic management, a school of com
munism ... To talk about the role of the trade un
ions without taking these truths into account is to 
fall straight into a number of errors. 

Within the system of the dictatorship of the pro
letariat, the trade unions stand, if I may say so, be
t.ween the Party and the government ... What hap
pens is that the Party, shall we say, absorbs the 
\'anguard of the proletariat, and this vanguard 
''xercises the dictatorship of the proletariat. The dic-
1 ;1 torship cannot be exercised or the functions of 
[.'.overnment performed with011t a foundation such as 
Ilic trade 11nions ... The trade unions are a link be
lween the vanguard and the masses, and by their 
·laily work bring conviction to the masses, the mas
''cs of the class which alone is capable of taking us 
!'rnm capitalism to communism. On the other hand, 
Ilic trade unions arc a "reservoir" of the state pow-
1•r. This is wliat the trade unions are in tlw pe-
1·iod of transition from capitalism to communism ... 
1 lie dictatorship of the proletariat cannot be exer-
1·iserl. .. without a number of "transmission belts" 
1·1nrning from the vanguard to the mass of the ad
\ ;111ced class, and from the latter to the mass of 
I l1c working people. 

..• T n general, Comrade Trotsky's great mistake, 
11i.; mistake of principle, Hes in the fart 1hat hy 
'" ising the question of "principle" at thiR time he is 
'11·:1g-ging back the Party and the Soviet power. We 
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have, thank heaven, done with principles and have 
gone on to practical business ... 

... One may well ask, why is it that we cannot 
work together, as we so badly need to do? It is be
cause of our different approach to the mass, the 
different way of winning it over and keeping in 
touch with it. That is the whole point ... What mat
ters now is how to approach the mass, to establish 
contact with it and win it over, and how to get 
the intricate transmission system working (how to 
run the dictatorship of the proletariat) ... 

I must say that had we made a detailed, even if 
small-scale, study of our own experience and prac
tices, we should have managed to avoid the hund
reds of quite unnecessary "differences" and errors 
of principle in which Comrade Trotsky's pamphlet 
abounds ... 

. . . quite apart from the fact that there are a num
ber of theoretical mistakes in the theses. It is no 
a Marxist approach to the evaluation of the "rol 
and tasks of the trade unions", because such 
broad subject cannot be tackled without givin 
thought to the peculiar political aspects of tlif' pres 
ent situation. . . ' 

If we analysed the current political situation, w 
might say that we were going through a transitio 
period within a transition period. The whole of th 
dictatorship of the proletariat is a transition perio 
but we now have, you might say, a heap of ne 
transition periods: the demobilisation of the arm 
the end of the war, '~ the possibility of having 
much longer breathing space in peace than bcfor' 
and a more solid transition from the war front 

* The Civil War of 1918-1920-Ed. 

the labour front. This-and this alone-is causing 
a change in the attitude of the proletarian class to 
the peasant class. What kind of change is it? Now 
this calls for a close examination, but nothing of 
the sort follows from your theses. Until we have 
taken this close look, we must learn to wait. The 
people are overweary, considerable stocks that had 
to be used for certain priority industries have been 
so used; the proletariat's attitude to the peasantry 
is undergoing a change. The war weariness is ter
rible, and the needs have increased, but production 
has increased insufficiently or not at all. On the 
o~her hand, as I said in my report to the Eighth 
Congress of Soviets, 83 our application of coercion 
was correct and successful whenever we had been 
able to back it up from the start with persuasion. 
I must say that Trotsky and Bukharin 84 have en
tirely failed to take account of this very important 
consideration . 

Have we laid a sufficiently broad and solid base 
of persuasion for all these new production tasks? 
No, indeed, we have barely started doing it. We 
have not yet made the masses a party to them. Now 
I ask you, can the masses tackle these new assign
ments right away? No, they cannot ... 

... You have not given the masses a chance to 
discuss things, to see the point, and to think it over; 
you have not allowed the Party to gain fresh ex
rerience but are already acting in haste, overdoing 
it, and producing formulas which are theoretically 
false. Just think how this mistake will be further 
amplified by unduly zealous functionaries! A poli
tical leader is responsible not only for the quality 
of his leadership but also for the acts of those he 
IPads. He may now and again be unaware of what 
they are about, he may often wish they had not 
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done something, but the responsibility still falls on 
him. 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 32, pp. 19-23, 32-34 

From: 

The Party Crisis 

The pre-Congress discussion is in full swing. Mi
nor differences and disagreements have growr1 into 
big ones, which always happens when someone per
sists in a minor mistake and balks at its correction 
or when those who are making a big mistake seiz~ 
on the minor mistake of one or more persons. 

That is how disagreements and splits always 
grow. That is how we "grew up" from minor dis
agreements to syndicalism, 85 which means a com
plete break with communism and an inevitable split 
in the Party if it is not healthy and strong enough 
to purge itself of the malaise. 

\Ve must have the courage to face the bitter 
truth. The Party is sick. The Party is down with 
the fever. The whole point is whether the malaise 
has affected only the "feverish upper ranks", and 
perhaps only those in Moscow, or the whole organ
ism. And if the latter is the case, is it capable of 
healing itself completely within the next few weeks, 
before the Party Congress and at the Party Cong
ress, making a relapse impossible, or will the mal
aise linger and become dangerous? 

What is it that needs to be done for a rapid and 
certain cure? All members of the Party must make 
a calm and painstaking study of 1) the essence of 
the disagreements and 2) the development of the 
Party struggle. A study must be made of both, 
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hecause the essence of the disagreements is reveal
ed, clarified and specified (and very often trans
formed as well) in the course of the struggle, which, 
passing through its various stages, always shows, 
at every stage, a different line-up and number of 
combatants, different positions in the struggle, etc. 
A study must be made of both, and a demand made 
for the most exact, printed documents that can be 
thoroughly verified ... 

Let me outline the essence of the disagreements 
and the successive stages in the struggle, as I see 
them. 

... The Fifth All-Russia Trade Union Confer
rmce, 86 November 2-6. The battle is joined. Trotsky 
and Tomsky 87 are the only Central Committee 
"combatants". Trotsky lets drop a "catchy phrase" 
;1 hout "shaking up" the trade unions. 

... The Central Committee Plenum of November 
~l. Trotsky s11bmits his "draft theses", The Trade 
Unions and Their Future Role, advocating the 
"shake-up" policy, camoufiaged or adorned with 
I alk of a "severe crisis" gripping the trade unions, 
:ind their new tasks and methods. Tomsky, strong
ly supported by Lenin, considers that. . . it is the 
"shake-up" that is the crux of the whole controver
sy. In the course of it, Lenin makes a number of 
()hviously exaggerated and therefore mistaken "at
tacks", which produces the need for a "buffer 
group", and this is made up of ten members of the 
( :enLral Committee (the group includes Bukharin 
:ind Zinoviev, 88 but neither Trotsky nor Lenin). It 
!'(~solves "not to put the disagreements up for broad 
ii iscnssion'', and, cancelling Lenin's report (to tho 
! !'ado unions), appoints Zinoviev as the rapporteur 
:11Hl instructs him to "present a business-like and 
11011-controversial report". 
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Trotsky's theses are rejected. Lenin's theses are 
adopted. In its final form, the resolution is adopted 
by ten votes to four ... 

The Central Committee sets up a trade union 
commission and elects Comrade Trotsky to it. He 
refuses to work on the commission, magnifying by 
this step alone his original mistake, which subse
quently leads to factionalism. Without that step, 
his mistake (in submitting incorrect theses) re
mained a very minor one, such as every member of 
the Central Committee, without exception, has had 
occasion to make . 

. . . The Eighth Congress of Soviets. On December 
25, Trotsky issues his "platform pamphlet", The 
Role and Tasks of the Trade Unions. From the 
standpoint of formal democracy, Trotsky had an 
uncontested right to issue his platform, for on De
cember 24 the Central Committee had permitted 
free discussion. From the standpoint of revolution
ary interest, this was blowing up the mistake out 
of all proportion and creating a faction on a faulty 
platform. The pamphlet quotes from the Central 
Committee resolution of December 7 only that part 
which refers to "industrial democracy" but does not 
quote what was said against "reconstruction from 
above" . 

. . . The pamphlet from beginning to end is shot 
through with the "shake-up" spirit. 

... The discussion before thousands of responsible 
Party workers from all over Russia at the RCP 
group of the Eighth Congress of Soviets on Decem
ber 30. 89 

... It is that all of Trotsky's disagreements ar 
artificial, that neither he nor the "Tsektranites" 9 

have any "new tasks or methods", and that every 
thing practical and snhstantiYP lwd lrnnn said, adopt
ed and decided upon by the trade unions, even be 
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fore the question was raised in the Central Commit
tee . 

. . . There is no need to harass the trade unions by 
inventing disagreements with them, when they 
themselves have decided upon and accepted all that 
is new business-like and practical in the tasks of 
the tr;do unions in production. On this basis, let 
us vigorously work together for practical results. 

.January 19, 1921 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 32, pp. 43-47, 53 

From: 

Once Again on the Trade Unions, the Current 
Situation and the Mistakes of Trotsky 

and Bukharin 

THE DANGER OF FACTIONAL PRONOUNCEMENTS 
TO THE PARTY 

Is Comrade Trotsky's pamphlet The Role and 
Tasks of the Trade Unions a factional pronounce
ment? Irrespective of its content, is there a.ny ~an
ger to the Party in a pronounc.ement of this. kmd? 
Attempts to hush up this question are a particular
ly favourite exercise with the mem~ers of the Mos
cow Committee (with the exception of Comra.de 
Trotsky, of course) ... and with Comrade 13ukharm, 
who, however, felt obliged, on December 30, 1920, 
to make the following statement on behalf of the 
"buffer group": 91 

" ... when n tr:iin sct•ms to be hencling for a crash, a 
bulTcr is not a bacl thing at all" ... 

So there is some danger of a crash. Can we con-
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ceive of intelligent members of the Party being 
indifferent to the question of how, where and when 
this danger arose? 

Trotsky's pamphlet opens with tlte staternent. tltat 
"it is the fruit of collective work", that "a number 
of responsible workers, particularly trade unionists 
(members of the Presidium of the All-Russia Cent
ral Council of Trade Unions, 92 the Central Commit
tee of the Metalworkers' Union, Tsektran and 
others)" took part in compiling it, and that it is a 
"platform pamphlet". At the end of thesis 4 we 
read that "the forthcoming Party Congress will have 
to choose (Trotsky's italics) between the two trends 
within the trade union movement". 

If this is not the formation of a faction by a 
member of the Central Committee, if this does not 
mean "heading for a crash", then let Comrade Bu
kharin, or anyone of his fellow-thinkers, explain to 
the Party any other possible meaning of the words 
"factionalism", and the Party "seems to be head
ing for a crash" ... 

THE POLITICAL DANGER OF SPLITS IN THE TRADE 
UNION MOVEMENT 

. . . Any difference, even an insignificant one, may 
become politically dangerous if it has a chance to 
grow into a split, and I mean the kind of split that 
will shake and destroy the whole political edifice ... 

Clearly, in a country under the dictatorship of 
the proletariat, a split in the ranks of the prol0tar
iat, or between the proletarian party and the mass 
of the proletariat, is not just dangerous; it is ex
tremely dangerous, especially when the proletariat 
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constitutes a small minority of the population. And 
splits in the trade union movement ... mean pre
cisely splits in the mass of the proletariat. 

That is why, when the whole thing started at 
the Fifth All-Russia Conference of Trade Unions 
on November 2-6, 1920 (and that is exactly where 
it did start), and when right after the Conference
no I am mistaken, during that Conference
Co~rade Tomsky appeared before the Political Bu
reau in high dudgeon and, fully supported by Com
rade Rudzutak, 93 the most even-tempered of men, 
began to relate that at the Conference Comrade 
Trotsky had talked about "shaking up" ~he trade 
unions and that he Tomsky, had opposed this-when 
that happened, I d

7

ecided there and then that policy 
(i.e., the Party's trade union policy) lay at the r?ot 
of the controversy, and that Comrade Trotsky, with 
!tis "shake-up" policy against Comrade Tomsky, was 
entirely in the wrong. For, even if the "shake-up" 
policy were partly justified by the "new tasks and 
methods" (Trotsky's thesis 12), it cannot b~ tole:at
ed at the present time, and in Lite present situat10n, 
because it threatens a split. 

It now seems to Comrade Trotsky that it is "an 
utter travesty" to ascribe the "stake-up-from-above" 
policy to him (L. Trotsky, "A Reply to tho Pet
rngrad Comrades", Pravda No. 9, January 15, 1921) . 
But "shake-up" is a real "catchword", not on!y m 
the sense that after being uttered by Comrade Trot
sky at the Fifth Al~-Russia ~onference ,,of Trade 
Unions it has, you might say, ?aught on tl1rough
out the Party and the trade umons. Unfortunately, 
it remains true even today in the much more pr.o
found sense that it alone epitomises the whole ~pir
it the whole trend of the platform pamphlet entitled 
The Role and Tasks of the Trade Unions . .. 
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DISAGREEMENTS OH PRINCIPLE 

There being deep and basic disagreements on 
principle-we may well be asked--do they not serve 
as vindication for the sharpest and most factional 
pronouncements? Is it possible to vindicate such a 
thing as a split, provided there is need to drive 
home some entirely new idea? 

I believe it is, provided of course the disagree
ments are truly very deep and there is no other way 
Lo rectify a wrong trend in the policy of the Party 
or of the working class. 

But the whole point is that there are no such dis
agreements. Comrade Trotsky has tried to point 
them out, and failed. A tentative or conciliatory ap
proach had been possible-and necessary-be/ore 
the publication of his pamphlet (December 25) 
... but after its publication we had to say: Comrade 
Trotsky is essentially wrong on all his new points. 

This is most evident from a comparison of his 
theses with Rudzutak's which were adopted by the 
Fifth All-Russia Conference of Trade Unions (No
vember 2-6). 1 quoted the latter in my December 
30 speech and in the January 21 issue of Pravda. 
They are fuller and more correct than Trotsky's, 
and wherever the latter differs from Rudzutak, he is 
wrong. 

Take this famous "industrial democracy", which 
Comrade Bukharin hastened to insert in the Central 
Committee's resolution of December 7 ... 

The term is theoretically wrong. In the fmal ana
lysis, every kind of democracy, as political super
structure in general (which must exist until clas
ses have been abolished and a classless society es
tablished), serves production and is ultimately de
termined by the relations of production in a given 
society. It is, therefore, meaningless to single out 
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"industrial democracy", for this leads to confusion, 
and the result is a dummy . 

. . . "industrial democracy" is a term that lends it
self to misinterpretation. It may be read as a repu
diation of dictatorship and individual authority. It 
may be read as a suspension of ordinary democracy 
or a pretext for evading it. Doth readings are harm
ful. .. 

POLITICS AND ECONOMICS. 
DIALECTICS AND ECLECTICISM 

It is strange that we should have to return to 
such elementary questions, but we are unfortunately 
[arced to do so by Trotsky and Bukharin. They have 
both reproached me for "switching" the issue, or 
for taking a "political" approach, while theirs is 
an "economic" one. Bukharin even put that in his 
llieses and tried to "rise above" either side, as if to 
say that he was combining the two. 

This is a glaring theoretical error. I said again 
in my speech that politics is a concentrated ex
pression of economics, because I had earlier heard 
my "political" approach rebuked in a manner 
which is inconsistent and inadmissible for a Marx
ist. Politics must take precedence over economics. 
To argue otherwise is to forget the ABC of Marx
ism. 

Am I wrong in my political appraisal? If you 
Lhink so, say it and prove it. But you forget the 
ABC of Marxism when you say (or imply) that the 
political approach is equivalent to the "economic'', 
and that you can take "the one and the other". 

What the political approach means, in other words, 
is that the wrong attitude to the trade unions will 
ruin the Soviet power and topple the dictatorship 
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of the proletariat. (In a peasant country like Rus
sia, the Soviet power would surely go down in the 
event of a split between the trade unions and a 
Party in the wrong.) This proposition can (and 
must) Le tested in substance, which means looking 
into the rights and wrongs of the approach and tak
ing a decision. To say: l "appreciate" your politi
cal approach, "but" it is only a political one and 
we "also need an economic one", is tantamount to 
saying: I "appreciate" your point that in taking that 
particular step you are liable to break your neck, 
but you must also take into consideration that it 
is Letter to be clothed and well-fed than to go na
ked and hungry ... 

Trotsky and Bukharin make as though they are 
concerned for the growth of production whereas wo 
have nothing but formal democracy in mind. This· 
picture is wrong, because the only formulation of 
the issue (which tho Marxist standpoint allows) 
is: without a correct political approach to the mat
ter the given class will be unable to stay on top, 
and, consequently, will be incapable of solving its 
production problem either ... 

Comrade Trotsky's political mistakes, aggravated 
by Comrade Bukharin, distract our Party's attention 
from economic tasks and "production" work, and, 
unfortunately, make us waste time on correcting 
them and arguing it out with the syndicalist de
viation ... objecting to the incorrect approach to the 
trade union movement ... and debating general "the-. 
ses"... , 

Let us now consider what good there is in a ' broad 
discussion". Once again we find political mistakes 
(listracting attention from economic tas~s. I was 
against this "broad" dis.cussion, and .I. behe~ed, and 
still do that it was a mistake-a political m1stake
on Co~rade Trotsky's part to disrupt the work of .. 

thP trade union comm1ss10n, which ought to have 
held a business-like discussion. I believe Bukharin's 
buffer group made the political mistake of misun
derstanding the tasks of the buffer (in which case 
they had once again substituted eclecticism for dia
lectics), for from the "buffer" standpoint they 
should have vigorously opposed any broad discus
sion and demanded that the matter should be taken 
up by the trade union commission ... 

. . . Less than a month has passed since Trotsky 
started his "broad discussion" on December 25, and 
you will be hard put to find one responsible Party 
worker in a hundred who is not fed up with the 
discussion and has not realised its futility (to say 
no worse). For Trotsky has made the Party waste 
time on a discussion of words and bad theses, and 
has ridiculed as "cloistered" the business-like eco
nomic discussion in the commission, which was to 
have studied and verified practical experience and 
projected its lessons for progress in real "produc
tion" work, in place of the regress from vibrant 
activity to scholastic exercises in all sorts of "pro
duction atmospheres". 

Take this famous "coalescence". My advice on 
December 30 was that we should keep mum on this 
point, because we had not studied our ow? pra~ti
cal experience, and without that any d1scuss10n 
was bound to degenerate into "hot air" and draw 
off the Party's forces from economic work. I said 
it was bureaucratic prcjecteering for Trotsky to pro
pose in his theses that from one-third to one-half 
and from one-half to two-thirds of the economic 
councils 94 should consist of trade unionists ... 

.January 25, 1921 

Coll. Work.a, 
Vol. 32, pp. 70-87 
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TENTH CONGRESS OF THE RCP(B) 
Moscow. March 8-16, 1921 95 

From: 
Preliminary Draft Resolution of the Tenth 

Congress of the RCP on Party Unity 

1. The Congress calls the attention of all mem
bers of the Party to the fact that the unity and co
hesion of the ranks of the Party, the guarantee of 
complete mutual confidence among Party members 
and genuine team-work that really embodies the 
unanimity of will of the vanguard of the proleta
riat, are particularly essential at the present time, 
when a number of circumstances are increasing the 
vacillation among the petty-bourgeois population of 
the country. 

2. Notwithstanding this, even before the general 
Party discussion on the trade unions, certain signs 
of factionalism had been apparent in the Party
the formation of groups with separate platforms, 
striving to a certain degree to segregate and create' 
their own group discipline ... 

4. In the practical struggle against factionalism, 
every organisation of the Party must take strict 
measures to prevent all factional actions. Criticism 
of the Party's shortcomings, which is absoh1Lely nec
essary, must be conducted in such a way tliat every 
practical proposal shall be submitted immediately, 
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without any delay, in the most precise form pos
sible, for consideration and decision to the leading 
local and central bodies of the Party. Moreover, eve
ry critic must see to it that the form of his criticism 
takes account of the position of the Party, surround
ed as it is by a ring of enemies, and that the con
tent of his criticism is such that, by directly partic
ipating in Soviet and Party work, he can test the 
rectification of the errors of the Party or of individ
ual Party members in practice. Analyses of the 
Party's general line, estimates of its practical expe
rience, check-ups of the fulfilment of its decisions, 
studies of methods of rectifying errors, etc., must 
under no circumstances be submitted for prelimi
nary discussion to groups formed on the basis of 
"platforms", etc., but must in all cases be submit
ted for discussion directly to all the members of the 
Party. For this purpose, the Congress orders a more 
regular publication of Diskussionny Listok and spe
cial symposiums to promote unceasing efforts to en
sure that criticism shall be concentrated on essen
tials and shall not assume a form capable of as
sisting the class enemies of the proletariat ... 

6. The Congress, therefore, hereby declares dis
solved and orders the immediate dissolution of all 
groups without exception formed on the basis of one 
platform or another (such as the Workers' Opposi
tion group, the Democratic Centralism group, 
etc.) ... 

Coll. Works, 
Vol. 32, pp. 241-244 
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Commentaries 

1 The main problems on the agenda of the Second Con
gress of the RSDLP were the endorsement of the programme 
and. the rules of the Party, and the election of leading Party 
bodies. The congress endorsed a programme which formu
lated n~t only the immediate tasks of the proletariat in the 
bourgeois democratic revolution (minimum programme) but 
also th~ tasks o~ the proletariat in the forthcoming socialist 
revolut10n (maxmmm programme). The discussion of the 
Party rules was attended by a sharp struggle over the 
question of organisational principles of Party building. The 
congress endorsed the Party rules in the main as put for
ward by Lenin; only the first clause had Martov's wording. 
The congress also adopted a number of resolutions on 
tactical questions. The debate at the congress led to a split 
bct~cen the consistent supporters of the Iskra trend led by 
Lemn and so-called "moderate" Iskraists who supported 
Martov. (Iskra was the first all-Russia illegal Marxist news
paper founded by Lenin in 1900; it played a decisive role in 
csta~lishing the revol!-ltionary working-class Marxist party in 
Hussia.) The rcvolut10nary Marxists who supported Lenin 
received a majority of votes in the elections to the central 
bodies of the Party, hence their name "Bolsheviks" from 
the Hussian word "bolshinstvo", the majority. Lenin's op
ponents at the congress came to be called "Mensheviks" 
froJ:? the word "mcnshinstvo", the minority. In later years 
Le~1? wrote: "As a current of political thought and as a 
pohhcal party, Bolshevism has existed since 1903." (Lenin, 
Coll. Works, Vol. 32, p. 24.) 

2 Lenin's formulation of the first paragraph of the 
RSDLP Rules was as follows: "A Party member is one who 
recognises the Party programme and supports the Party 
financially, as well as by personal participation in one of 
its organisations." Martov's formulation of the first para
graph of the RSDLP Rules read: "A member of the RSDLP 
can be considered one who accepts its programme, supports 
the Party financially and renders it regular personal assis
tance under the guidance of one of its organisations." 

3 Martov, L. (Tsederbaum, Y.) (1873-1923), one of the 
leading ideologists of Menshevism. He had been in the social 
democratic movement since the 1890's. At the Second Con
gress of the RSDLP he headed the opportunist minority. 
After the October Revolution Martov opposed the Soviet 
government. In 1920 he emigrated to Germany. 

4 Lenin's book What Is To Be Done? Burning Questions 
of Our Movement was published in March, 1902. In it Lenin 
laid bare the essence of economism, the opportunist trend 
that developed in Russian social-democracy at the end of 
the 19th and beginning of the 20th centuries. The propo
nents of economism insisted that the liberal bourgeoisie 
must play the main role in the political struggle again~t 
czarism, while the workers had merely to wage the economic 
struggle for improvement of labour legislation, for higher 
wages, etc. The economists did not recognise the need to set 
up a centralised proletarian party nor the leading role of 
such a party in the working class movement; the)'. advocated 
spontaneity in this movement. In his work Lenm substan
tiated and developed the ideas of Marx and Engels about 
the Party as the revolutionising, guiding and organising 
force of the working class movement. Lenin also developed 
the basic principles of his doctrine of the party of the new 
type, the party of proletarian revol~tio~. The J;>o?k analysed 
the significance of the theory of scientific socialism for the 
working class movement and for every aspect of the 
Party's activity. Lenin showed that the role of th~ front
ranking fighter could be played only by a party wluch w_as 
guided by an advanced theory. Ile 13:id ~are the op1!orlumsl 
character of the worship of spontaneity m the workmg class 
movement. The book gained wide currency among the Rus
sian Social-Democrats and played an important part in the 
struggle for the formation of a revolutionary working class 
M:uxist party. 

s Lenin wrote his article Social-Democracy and the Pro
uisional Revolutionary Government at the end of March, 
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1905. The rise in the revolutionary movement in R . 
threatened the very existence of the czarist autocrac ~:~a 
prompted the Social-Dcmocrits to begi r · .y. 
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questi n f . . ' · n < 1scuss10ns on the 
. . ? , ~> a ~>ro~1s1onal ~evolutionary government and their 

parhc1p,1hon m it. In his article Len'n h d h · d 1 s owe t at the 
views propoun ed by Parvus a?d Trotsky on this question 
were erroneous and adventunst. Ignoring the bour eois 
charact~r of the Russian revolution they insisted thatg th 
~~:1etana~ Il~~uld overthr~w czarism by acting alone an~ 

out a 1cs. On assummg power the proletariat would 
allegedly set up a government of "wo k' 1 d p r mg c ass emocracy" 
~r as a~vus p~t i.t ·:~n integrated government with a social~ 
c en~~crahc majority . Lenin considered this an incorrect 
r~s1t10n. In the struggle against the autocracy and against 

1 
t ~emnants of serfdom in Rmsia the interests of the pro 

e anat _and the interests of the peasants and other ett -
~ourgeo1s segments of the population were identical fhe!e-

t[i~e,iI~t~)~~~:~~!~ve~.e~f aWeot11~~sae~~%e~~;ty-~7u:e;ei1~~~~n~~d 
~.emocracy, would take part in a future provisional revolJ 
10n

1
ary _govrrnment, together with the representatives of the. 

pro etanat. 

mo 
6 Parvu~ (1869-.1924) ~ook, part in the social-democratic 
ve.ment m Russia and m Germany at the end of the 90' 

and m the ~arly_ 1900's. After the Second Congress of th~ 
~SD{hp he ~denti~ed himself with the Mensheviks. Author 

. e anti-Marxist concepts of "permanent revolution" 
~~uch Trotsky ad?pted in his struggle against Leninism In 
t~ er F!e~r~ he drifted away from social-democracy: du~ing 
. e IrS . orld W.ar he became a chauvinist and engaged 
m sp.eculative dealmgs and made a fortune out f 
supplies. o war 

, "7 Gapon, G. A. (1870-1906), a Russian Orthodox Jriest, 
;•9g~t grovocateur ?f the czarist secret police. Beginni~g in 
p ·t· be engaged . m setting up workers' organisations in 
G~ ~~s u_rg _of a kmd that would suit the czarist authorities 

I _n mc1ted_ the workers of Petersburg to petition th~ 
~zar, the soldiers opened fire on their peaceful demonstra
tion. That day has hPcome known in history ~s "Bio d 
Sunday". · '" o y 

17
, 8 Lenin considered that the bourgeois revolution of 1789-

f ll3 7ceheded those of 1848-1850 in the scale of participa
Ihon o t e masses and the depth of the attend·int srici"al 

c anges. ' 
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9 The 5tli Congress of tlie RSDLP was held in London. 
Shortly before the 5th Congress the Bolsheviks and the 
i\1cnsheviks had drafted resolutions that reflected their 
widely differing views on tactical questions. The tremendous 
preparatory work carried out by the Bolsheviks under Len
in's guidance predetermined the character of most of the 
resolutions adopted by the congress. The Bolsheviks suc
ceeded in getting the question of the tactics of social
democracy in bourgeois democratic revolution and the 
c1uestion of attitude to bourgeois parties included in the 
agenda. Lenin's report on the altitude to he adopted 
towards bourgeois parties featured prominently in the work 
of the congress. This question was the focal point of the 
hasic differences which had largely arisen from their dif
ferent views on the revolution of 1905-1907 and which had 
divided the RSDLP into two groups. On all fundamental 
issues the congress passed Bolshevik-sponsored resolutions. 

The 5th Congress marked the end of a particularly im
portant stage in the struggle of the Bolsheviks for the uni
fication of the Party on the basis of Leninist principles. The 
congress denounced the Menshevik political line as concilia
tory and approved the Bolshevik line which reflected the 
interests of the revolutionary proletariat. The decisions of 
lhe congress signified a major victory for Leninism in the 
working class movement. 

10 Tlie State Duma was a legislative institution with limi
ted rights; it was set up in Hussia by the Czar who was 
forced to make this move under pressure from the masses 
during the revolution of 1905-1907 in order to consolidate 
the alliance with the bourgeoisie and to re-organise the 
country on the lines of bourgeois monarchy. The Bolsheviks 
look part in the work of the Second (1907), the Third (1907-
l\J12) and the Fourth (l\J12-1917) Dumas, taking this as an 
opportunity to propagate the Party programme, wrest the 
peasants from under the influence of the bourgeoisie and 
create in the Duma a revolutionary bloc of representatives 
of the working class and lhe peasants. In this case refer
ence is made to the social-democratic faction at the Second 
Slate Duma. This faction consisted of 65 Social-Democrats, 
moslly MenshcYiks, whose opportunist tactics had a marked 
l'!Iect on its activities. The social-democratic representatives 
al the Duma advocated an alliance with the bourgeois par
ties and in this way tried lo keep alive_ the illusions of con
stitutional monarchy. Lenin sharply cnlicised the mistakes 
of the social-democratic faction at the Duma and pointed 
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out the obvious discrepancy between the views of the 
majority of Russia's social-democracy and its representatives 
in the Duma. 

11 
Cen_tri11m (centr~), one of the most dangerous of the 

oppo:tumst currents m the working class movement. The 
centrists _held an intermediate position between the outright 
opportun_1sts . and the re~olutionary Marxists. The ideology 
of cen.tnsm 1s that of hme serving, and subjection of the 
class mterests of the proletariat to the interests of the 
bouq~eoisie. By exposing centrism the Bolsheviks helped the 
workmg masses to grow aware of their class aims to break 
with the opportunists and to form a genuine Ma;xist revo
lutionary party. 

12 
The Rund ("The General Jewish Workers' Union in 

Lithuania, Poland and Russia") was founded in Vilno in 
1897; .it united predominantly semi-proletarian elements. At 
the First Congress of the RSDLP the Bund joined the 
RSDLP (1898). At the Second Congress of the RSDLP, after 
the Bund's demand that it be recognised as the sole spo
kesman for the Jewish proletariat was rejected, the Bund 
lef_t ~he Party. In 1906 the Bund again joined the RSDLP. 
W1thm the RSDLP the Bundists supported the opportunists 
(the economists and the Mensheviks), opposed the Bol
sheviks and Bolshevism. In March, 1921, the Bund was dis
banded; some of its members were admitted to the Russian 
Communist Party (Bolsheviks). 

13 
Reference to the Bolshevik-sponsored resolution On 

the State Duma adopted at the Fifth Congress of the 
RSDLP. This resolution stressed that the activities of the 
Social-Democrats at the State Duma must be coordinated 
with their activities outside the Duma and that the Duma 
must be used first and foremost as a platform for exposing 
t~ie autocracy ~nd the conciliatory policy of the bourgeoi
sie. The resolut10n was opposed by Trotsky who tried to 
take the Duma faction from under the control of the Party 
and place it above the Party. 

14 
Lenin is referring to the Third Congress of the RSDLP 

(12-27 April, 1905) organised by the Bolsheviks and held in 
London, and the Menshevik conference held in Geneva at 
approximately the same time. At both these gatherin"s the 
fundnmental questions, such as the nature, the drivid'g for
ces and the tasks of the impending bourgeois democratic 
revolution in Russia, were reviewed and two tactical lines 
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worked out. The resolutions of the Bolshevik con?ress. and 
the Menshevik conference made clear the essenh~l differ
ences that divided the Bolsheviks and the Menshev1ks. 

1s Chernosotentsi or the Blnck Hundreds, is the popular 
name for "The Uni~n of the Russian P~ople", an e~tremely 
reactionary organisation of the monarchists, se! up m Octo
ber 1905 in Petersburg to fight the revolut10nary move-
e~t Th~ Union was made up of reactionary landowners, 

~rge. property owners, merchants, policemen, clergy~e~, 
members of the lower middle class, rural bourgeo~s1e 
(kulaks), and declassed and. criminal elein_ents. The Umon 
sought to preserve the integrity of the czarist . a?-tocracy, the 
semi-serf type of land ownership, and the privileges of the 
Russian aristocracy. The favourite method of wo~k was 
pogrom and murder. Helped or abetted by the police the 
members of the Union beat up and even mu.rdered the more 
active revolutionary workers and representahves of the dem
ocratically-minded Russian intelligentsia; they worked 
openly and with impunity. They dispersed and opened fire 
on public meetings, organised Jewish pogron_is, a~? meted 
out brutal treatment to the non-Russian n~t10~ahhes: The 
organisations of the Black Hundreds were .hqm?ated m the 
course of the bourgeois democratic revoluh?n m February, 
1917. After the October Socialist R~volut10n .the former 
members of the Union took an active part m count~r
revolutionary revolts and conspiracies against Soviet 
government. 

16 Cadets (the Constitutional D~mocratic !'~rt?'), the 
leading party of the liberal monarchist bourgeo1s1e m Rus
sia supporters of constitutional monarchy. The party was 
set' up in October, 1905; the prin.cipal aim of the Cad.ets 
was the struggle with the rcvolut101_1ary movement. Dunng 
the First World War the Cadets actively supported the ag
"ressive foreign policy of the czarist government; after the 
bourgeois democratic revolution in Februa:y, 191?•. t~e 
Cadets, who participated in the bourgeois Prov~s10~al 
<lovernment, pursued an anti-popular, counter-revol1;1t10n.1ry 

1. After the victory of the October Revolut10n the 
po icy. · f S 'et rule Cadets were among the most bitter enemies o ov1 · 

17 This :uticle was written in answer to the broch~re, 
The Present-Day Position and the Tasks of tlie Party. ~he 
Political Platform Worked Out by a Group of B?lshev1ks. 
The brochure was published in Paris by the otzov1st group 
which called itself "Vperyod" ("Forward"). The brochure 
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~.he . C~nt;,al . C~mmittee, however, failed to discharge its 
umfymg n_i1ss10n. ~fter the plenum the struggle waged by 

the. Bolsheviks agi~mst the Menshevik liquidators, and 
agamst the Trotsky1sts and other anti-party elements was 
further intensified. 

22 Ax_elrod, P. B. (1850-1928), one of the leaders of 
'.'fcnshc:v1srn_. H<' was hostile to the October Revolution and, 
m c:m1grat10n, supported military intervention of Soviet 
Hussrn. 

23 Alexinsky, G. A. (1879-) was a Social-Democrat at 
th~ start of his political career. In the course of the revo
lulwn of 1905-1907 he adhered to the Bolsheviks. In later 
y~ars he became an arrant counter-revolutionary and was 
bitterly opposed to the October Revolution. In 1918 he went 
abroad where he joined the most extreme reactionaries. 

24 Golosists, the Menshevik grouping round the new
spaper Golos Solsial-Demokrata (The Voice of the Social
Dem_ocrat), the foreign organ of the Mensheviks which was 
published from February, 1908, until December, 1911, first 
m Geneva and later in Paris. From 1909 onwards the news
paper established itself as the ideological centre of the Ji
qmdators. 

25 Vperyodists, the "Vperyod" group, a group of otzovists 
who h_ad a newspaper of the same name. The Vperyodists 
acted m close contact with the liquidator-Golosists and the 
Trotskyist~ in their struggle against the Bolsheviks. Having 
no base. m the working class movement the "Vperyod" 
group virtu~lly fell apart in 1913; formally however it 
ceased funct10ning only after the February Revolution. 

26 The article, The Historical Meaning of the Inner· 
P_arty Struygle in Russia, was written in answer to the ar
ticles by M_artov and Trotsky published in the journal of 
German ~ocwl-clemocra~y Die Neue Zeit in September, 1910; 
these arliclcs grossly misrepresented the nature of the inner
party struggle waged at the time of the 1905 revolution. 

27 Die Neue Zeit, a theoretical journal of the German 
Social-Democratic Party; it was published in Stuttgart be
tween 188:{ and l!l2:l. Until October, 1 !117, it was edited by 
K. Kautsky. The journal published some of the works of 
Marx . and_ Engels for the first time. Contributors to this 
magazme mcluded many people who were prominent in the 
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GPrman and international working class movem<'nt Ht the 
Pn<i of the Hllh and beginning of the 20th century. 

In 1895 the journal began systematically to publish ar
ticles by revisionists, including a series of articles "Prob
lems of Socialism" by E. Bernstein, which opened a revision
ist campaign against Marxism. During the First World War 
(1914-1918) the journal held a centrist position; actually it 
supported the social chauvinists, the opportunists in the 
international working class movement. Social chauvinism 
propagated by the leaders of the Second International was 
Pxpressed chiefly in the support it gave for the imp<'rialist 
war. Significantly the social chauvinists of every belligerent 
country declared that the armed forces of their country 
wpre in the right and supported their bourgeois govPrn-
mcnts. 

The social chauvinists betrayed the principles of prole
tarian internationalism, advocating class peace with the 
bourgeoisie of their own countries; they set the workers of 
different countries against one another in a fratricidal war 
in the name of victory of their own bourgeoisie, the impe
rialist redivision of the world, and colonial plunder. In 
many countries today social chauvinism is still an ideological 
weapon of the Right-wing socialist parties. 

2s Octobrist~, members of the Union of October 17 Party, 
formed in Russia after the publication, on October 17, 
1905, of the czarist manifesto containing false promises of 
freedom of speech and assembly, and announcing the 
government's decision to set up a "Russian parliament", i.e. 
the State Duma. It was a counter-revolutionary party 
which represented and protected the interests of the big 
bourgeoisie and land owners. The Octobrists fully supported 
the policy of the czarist government. 

29 Heference to Trotsky's supporters who were grouped 
round the newspaper Pravda published in Vienna under his 
<'<litorship. "This Trotskyist factionalist newspaper which ap
f><"arcd from 1908 to 1912 did not represc>nt any party 
organisation in Russia and was, as Lenin put it, "a private 
('oncern". Pretending to be "above factionalism" the news
paper, right from the start, opposed Bolshevism, defended 
liquidationism and otzovism and disseminated the centrist 
"theory" of cooperation· of revolutionaries and opportunists 
inside one party. In 1912 Trotsky and his newspaper were 
the initiators and the main organisers of the "August" 
Bloc. 
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30 Polre.rn1J, A. N. (181i!}-Hl:l4), a Menshevik Ie:ider. Emi
grated after the October Revolution; attacked Soviet Russia 
in books :ind articles. 

31 Lllxemburg, Rosa (1871-1919), a leader of the left 
wing of the Second International; played an important role 
in the international working class movement. Was one of 
the initiators of the Internationale group in Germany which 
was later renamed Spartacus and then the Spartacus League. 
During the events of November, 1918, in Germany she was 
one of the leaders of the revolutionary vanguard of the 
German workers. In January, 1919, after the uprising of the 
German workers had been put down, she was brutally as
sassinated by the counter-revolutionaries. 

32 The group calling itself Pro-Party Menshe1Jiks was led 
by Plekhanov. In 1908, Plekhanov broke with the liquidators 
and began to oppose them. He and his supporters while 
adhering to the Menshevik faction at the same time wanted 
to sec the Party retain its organisational structure. He and' 
his followers were thus prepared to act in a bloc with the 
Bolsheviks. Lenin urged the Bolsheviks to develop closer 
organisational ties with the Pro-Party Mensheviks, but point
ed out that agreement with them was possible only on the 
basis of a common struggle for a revolutionary party, against 
liquidationism. Acting in alliance with the Bolsheviks th 
Pro-Party Mensheviks joined in the activities of local Part 
committees, and some Bolshevik periodicals. This tactic o 
rapprochement with the Pro-Party Mensheviks who wer 
followed by most of the Menshevik workers in Russia help 
the Bolsheviks to expand their influence in legal organisation 
and oust the liquidators. In 1911, Plekhanov broke with t 
Bolsheviks. Using the struggle against "factionalism" an 
against the split in the RSDLP as a smoke-screen he tried 
to reconcile the Bolsheviks with the opportunists. In 1912, 
Plekhanovites, together with Trotskyists, llundists nnd liq· 
uidators turned against the decisions of the Ilolshevik
sponsored Prague conference. 

33 The Polish comrade, A. Vnrsky (A. S. Vnrslrnvsky)" 
( t81i8-19::17), a veternn lender of the revolutionarv movement 
in Poland, one of the founders of the Communist Party of 
Poland and a member of its C:entral C:ommittee (Hl28-1929). 

34 Rabocha!Ja Gazeta (Workers' Gazette), an illegal Bol
shevik newspaper; was published irregularly in Paris bet- : 
ween 1910 and 1912. 
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as Reference to the factionalisl, anti-Part!! .~c!zool orga
nised on the island of Capri in 190!} by the otzovists. Lec
tures at that school were attended by 13 Social-Democrats 
from Russia who had come to Capri with assistance from 
the otzovists specially for this purpose. In the same year a 
split occurred at the school, and some of ils stude.nts were 
expelled. At Lenin's invitation they went to Paris where 
they attended a course . of lectures .. '!he lecturers at the 
Capri school, together with the remmmi:ig stude~ts, fou?ded 
the "Vperyod" group known for its nn1I-Bolshev1k leamngs. 

36 Reference to the international socialist congre.-~s at 
Copenhagen (the 8th Congress of the 2nd Internnt10nal) 
which was held from August 28 to September ::!, rnto. 

37 Maximou, N. (BogdanolJ, A.) (1873-1928), a Social
Democrat; a doctor by education, he .is better known as a 
philosopher, sociologist, and econom1s~. After the Second 
RSDLP Congress sided with the Bolsheviks. Later he l?ecame 
the leader of the otzovists and then of . the anti-Part!' 
"Vperyod" group. After the October Revolut10n _he was di
rector of the Blood Transfusion Institute which he had 
founded. 

38 The Russian Organising Commission (l~OC) for 
calling an all-Russia Party conference was set up m accord
ance with a decision of the June (1911) conference held by 
the members of the Central Committee of the RSDLP. By 
th~ end of 1911 more than 20 Party organisations (in Pcte;s
burg, Moscow, Baku, Tiflis, Kiev, Yekaterinosla~, _Yekat.erm
burg, etc.) had rallied round ROC. The Comm.1ss10n did a 
great deal of organisational and propagai:id1~t work to 
strengthen the unity of Russia's Party orgamsat10ns and to 
re-create the revolutionary party. As a result o~ these 
efforts in Jnnuary, 1\)12, the lilh (Prague) All-Russrn C:on· 
frrence was held. 

39 Organising Committee (OK) was se.t 1;1P in Jnmrnry, 
t \JI 2, at a conference orgnnised by the hqmdators :.1n<l nt
tended by rcpresentntiv<'s of the Bund, th<; C:aucas1an .r<'
gional committee and the C:entral Connmttce of socrnl
~lcmocracy of the Latvian Territory, by spokesmen for the 
newspaper Pravda (published in Vienna), the ne~~~pagcr 
G o/os Sotsial-Demokrala, and the "Vperyod" group .. I t eel ;
ganising Committee headed by Tr~tsky was appo1n e 0 

call the anti-Party conference held m August, 1912. 
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40 The Poles, reference to representativl's of the revolu
tionary party of the Polish working clnss (the Social
Democratic Party of the Kingdom of Poland and Lithuania); 
this party was set up in 1893 as the Social-Democracy of 
the Kingdom of Poland. In 1900 the two groups of social
democracy (Polish and Lithuanian) merged forming the 
Social-Democracy of the Kingdom of Poland and Lithuania. 

41 Bolshevik Conciliators, a small group of Bolsheviks 
who gr:witated towards the liquidators. The group was or
ganised ahro.id, llt the end of 1911. The conciliators stated 
their political credo in a circular letter "To All Members of 
the RSDLP" in which they called for a conference to be 
held on the basis of the unity of all the political tr<>nds 
that then existed in the Party. The group virtually support
ed the Trotskyist political platform. 

42 Zhivoye Dyelo, a legal weekly newspaper published by 
the liquidators in Petersburg in 1912. Altogether 16 issues 
of this newspaper came out. Among its more active contri
butors were L. Martov, F. Dan and P. Axelrod. 

43 Nasha Zarya, a legal monthly journal published in 
Petersburg from 1910 to 1914. The journal was edited by 
A. Potresov; F. Dan was one of its contributors. Nasha Zarya 
served as the rallying point for the liquidators in Russia. 

44 The January Conference, reference to the all-Russia 
conference of the RSDLP held in Prague on January 18-30, 
1912. This conference had the significance of a Party con
gress since it played an outstanding role in the development 
of the Bolshevik Party as a party of the new type. The 
<;onference summed up the results of the struggle of the 
Bolsheviks against the Mensheviks over this crucial period 
and the Party firmly established itself as an all-Russia or
ganisation. The conference outlined the policy and tactics of 
the Bolshevik Party in the conditions of a newly emerging 
revolutionary upsurge. The Prague Conference was of great 
international significance, since it decided on a complete 
hrcak with the opportunists thus showing how uncompromis
ing struggle should be waged. 

45 The "August" Bloc, an anti-party bloc of the liqui
dators, Trotskyists and other opportunists directed against 
the Bolsheviks. This bloc, which was organised by Trotsky, 
took shape at a conference of representatives of anti-Party 

~ 
groups and trends which was held in Vienna, in August, 
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1912. It was attended by representatives of the Bund the 
Transcaucasi.an Reg~onal Committee, the Social-Demo~racy 
of the La~vian Region, the emigre liquidationist, Trotskyist 
and otzovist groups (the newspapers Go/os Sotsial-Demok
rata and Pravda published in Vienna by Trotsky and the 
"Vperyod" group). The overwhelming majority of the de
le~ates were p~ople who were living abroad, had lost touch 
with the Russian working class movement and who had 
Ycry. loose, if any, connections with locai party work in 
l\us.si.a. The conference adopted anti-party, liquidationist 
dcc1s10ns on all questions of social-democratic tactics and 
eame out against the existence of the Marxist revolutionary 
party. !he attempt of Trotsky and the liquidators to set 
up their own centrist party in Russia was not supported 
by workers. Trotsky and the liquidators were unable to 
~'lcct a central committee; they had to be content with elect
mg an organisational committee. Formed of an assortment 
of political groups, this anti-Bolshevik bloc began falling 
apart almost before it was formed. The spokesman for the 
"Vperyod" group was the first to leave the conference. He 
was shortly followed by the Latvian Social-Democrats, and 
later by many other participants in the conference. A 
year later the "August" Bloc had virtually ceased to exist. 

46 The Letts, a reference to the Social-Democracy of the 
Latvian Region (prior to 1906 it was known as the Latvian 
Social-Democratic Labour Party set up in June, 1904). At 
its Second Congress in June, 1905, the Party adopted its 
pr'.>gramr~1c. At the 4th (Unification) Congress of the 
l\SDLP m 1906 the LSDLP became incorporated in the 
Hussian Social-Democratic Labour Party. After the Congress 
the LSDLP was renamed the Social-Democracy of the 
L;1tvian Region. 

47 Reference to the Caucasian Committee (the Transcau
casian Regional Committee), the factionalist centre of the 
f:aucasian liquidators. This organisation carried on anti
Party work and served as a bulwark of the Foreign Centre 
0 ,f the liquidators and Trotsky's supporters. In 1912, the 
Committee merged with the anti-Party "August" Bloc or
g:miscd by Trotsky. 

48 Luch, a daily legal newspaper published by the liqui
dators in Petersburg from September 16 (29), 1912, to July 
'' (18), 1913. Altogether 237 issues of this newspaper came 
'.'lit. P. Axelrod, F. Dan and L. Martov directed its ideolog
ical orientation. In Luch the liquidators published their 
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articles opposing the revolutionary tactics of the Bolsheviks 
and preached the launching of an "open party", they op
posed mass revoluUonary strike action and tried to revise 
the basic principles of the Party programme. 

49 Reference to the elections to the 4th State Duma 
(autumn, 1912). At first the 13 deputies of the Social
Democratic faction acted as a single group. But within this 
faction the Bolshevik deputies had to continue their strug
gle against the Mensheviks who hindered the Social
Democrats in their revolutionary work. 

50 Borba (Struggle), a journal which Trotsky started in 
February, 1914, ostensibly as an "above faction" periodical. 
The journal soon (in 1914) ceased publication. 

51 Severnaya Rabochaya Gazeta, a daily newspaper of 
the liquidators, published in Petersburg from January 30 
(February 12) until May 1 (14), 1914; the paper reappeared 
on May 3 (16) under the title Nasha Rabochaya Gazeta (Our 
Working Class Gazette). 

52 Reference to F. I. Dan (Gurvich) (1871-1947), one of 
the leaders and ideologists of Menshevism. Headed a group 
of liquidators abroad; edited the newspaper Golos Sotsial
Demokrata. During the First World War preached social 
chauvinism. After the February Revolution supported the 
bourgeois Provisional government. After the October Revo
lution opposed Soviet rule. Early in 1922 he was deported as 
an enemy of the Soviet state. 

53 Reference to L. Martov (Tsederbaum). 

5r. Pravdists, supporters of the Bolshevik legal newspaper 
Pravda founded by Lenin on May 5, 1912. The paper was 
published with the money collected by workers themselves; 
at that time its circulation varied from 40,000 to 60,000. 
Lenin was responsible for formulating the paper's political 
line. Pravda had a large number of worker-correspondents. 
Lenin estimated that 80 per cent of the politically aware 
workers who were active in the socialist revolution were 
grouped round Pravda. 

55 Left Narodniks, SR's (Socialist Revolutionaries), a 
petty-bourgeois party in Russia; emerged late in 1901-early 
1902 as a result of integration of various populist groups 
and circles. The Socialist Revolutionaries saw no distinction 
between the proletariat and the small proprietors, blurred 
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the class stratification and contradictions among the peas
ants, rejected the leading role of the proletariat in revolu
tion and the very idea of proletarian dictatorship. They 
preached terrorism as the principal method of struggle 
against the autocracy and in this way impeded the work of 
o~ganising the masses in revolutionary struggle. During the 
First World War the Socialist Revolutionaries took up a 
social chauvinist position. 

After the February Revolution the Socialist Revolution
aries and the Mensheviks were the chief supporters of the 
bourgeois Provisional government. After the victory of the 
October Revolution the Socialist Revolutionaries engaged in 
anti-Soviet activities both in the Soviet Republic and among 
the white emigres. 

56 Narodniks (populists, populism), a petty-bourgeois 
socio-political trend in Russia which emerged after the 
"peasant reform" in 1861 and which reflected the protest of 
the peasants against landlord oppression and against the 
remnants of serfdom in rural Russia. The narodniks regard
ed t.he peasants and not the proletariat as the principal rev
olutionary force. The narodniks believed that history was 
made by "leaders", outstanding personalities, "heroes" who 
were followed blindly by the masses, by the "mob", the 
people. They regarded the tactic of individual acts of ter
rorism as the principal method of struggle. In the 1890's 
the narodniks renounced the propaganda of revolutionary 
struggle. One tendency within the populist movement began 
to reflect the interests of the rural bourgeoisie (kulaks) and 
advocate reconciliation with the czarist government and 
with big landowners (the protagonists of this theory were 
called "liberal narodniks"). In this case Lenin refers to 
petty-bourgeois parties (of the SR type) and the political 
trends which had their roots in populism. 

• 
57 One such group was the "Vperyod" group which at its 

mception consisted of multifarious anti-Marxist elements. In 
HJ13, some of its members left the "Vperyod" group and 
formed still another grouping on a similar anti-Marxist 
platform. Among the groups which identified themselves 
with the Social-Democratic Party were the Pro-Party Men
shcviks (see commentary 32). 

58 The Trou/Jlous Times, a term borrowed from old his
torical chronicles of the events associated with Polish and 
Swedish military intervention early in the 17th century and 
with the peasant war led by Ivan Bolotnikov ( 1606-1607). 
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Lenin here used this term to characterise the complex situa
tion in the Russian working class movement. 

59 The "permanent revolution'', an anti-Marxist theory 
developed by Parvus, and borrowed by Trotsky, who sub
sequently employed it in his struggle against Leninism. 
Trotsky presented his "theory" as an outstanding "contri
bution" to Marxism, though in fact he had merely adopted 
the concept of "permanent revolution" from Marx and 
Engels. 

The founders of scientific communism however had 
meant something quite different by this term. They were 
against the working class movement being subjected to the 
interests of the bourgeoisie in the bourgeois democratic rev
olution, and held that the proletariat must go much further 
than bourgeois and petty-bourgeois democracy. " ... our task 
(is) to make the revolution permanent, until all more or 
less possessing classes have been forced out of their posi
tion of dominance, until the proletariat has conquered state 
power" •:· ... When Marx, Engels and Lenin spoke about per
manent revolution they meant its continuous development 
from one stage to another. By contrast, there was no 
room for such stages in Trotsky's theory, which essentially 
ignored the bourgeois democratic stage of revolution in 
Russia and repudiated the revolutionary role of the peas
antry as an ally of the proletariat. According to the "theory 
of permanent revolution" the fall of czarism would auto
matically place the working class in power. But since the 
peasantry would not support the working class, the latter 
could retain power only if a socialist revolution in the West 
followed on the heels of the events in Russia. Trotsky's 
''theory of permanent revolution" was a rejection of Lei:i
in's thesis of the possibility of a revolutionary democratic 
dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry, and a 
provisional revolutionary government as the pol~tical ~trm of 
such a dictatorship. Trotsky like the Menshev1ks failed to 
grasp the essence of the bourgeois democratic revolution and 
the role to be played by the Russian proletariat in this rev
olution. 

Trotsky, in the same way as Parvus, associated socialist 
revolution with the slogan of "working class democracy'', a 
slogan which was "leftist" on!)_' i?- form bu.t profound~y op
portunistic in substance: a sociahst revolution'. accordmg ~o 
this theory, was possible only after the social-democratic 

* K. Marx and F. Engels, Sel. Works, Vol. 1, p. 179. 
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organisations in Russia had gained influence over the work
ing masses as a whole. This slogan did not orient the pro
letariat towards a socialist revolution, and in fact, this goal 
was postponed indefinitely, and was made completely 
dependent on a hypothetical proletarian revolution in the 
West. Trotsky's theory of "permanent revolution" was a 
variety of Menshevism, disguised with a "leftist" phrase. 
"Trotsky's major mistake is that he ignores the bourgeois 
character of the revolution and has no clear conception of 
the transition from this revolution to the socialist revolu
tion," " wrote Lenin. Lack of confidence in the strength of 
the working class and fear of peasantry are at the base of 
the theory of "permanent revolution". While Lenin regarded 
the alliance of the working class and the peasantry as a 
guarantee of success in the struggle against czarism, Trotsky 
relied on a purely external factor, i.e. a European revolu
tion of the proletariat, and thus consigned the working class 
of Russia to a position of passivity. 

50 Kollontai, A. M. (1872-1952), active in the social
democratic movement from the 1890's. A member of the 
Bolshevik Party from 1915. On Lenin's instructions, she took 
part in the work to unite the leftist and internationalist 
elements in the Scandinavian countries and in America. After 
the October Revolution she held a number of important 
government and diplomatic posts. 

61 Reference to a Statement by the Norwegian Left Social
Democrats who supported the draft resolution of the Left 
Social-Democrats written by Lenin in preparation for the 
first international socialist conference. This statement was 
later endorsed by the Left Social-Democrats in Sweden. It 
was forwarded to Lenin by A. M. Kollontai. 

62 Roland-Holst, Henriette (1869-1952), a Dutch socialist 
and author. At the start of the First World War she held 
a centrist position but later joined the internationalists. 

63 Rakovsky, K. G. (1873-1941) was active in the social
democratic movement in Bulgaria, Romania, Switzerland 
and France. In the years of the First World War held a 
centrist position. A member of the Bolshevik Party from 
1917. After the October Revolution held a number of state 
and Party posts. He was one of the active members of the 
Trotskyist opposition, for which he was expelled from the 

* Lenin, Coll. Works, Vol. 15, p. 371. 
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Party at the 15th Congress of the All-Union Communist 
Party (Bolsheviks) in 1927. 

64 Kautskians, Kautskyism, an opportunist trend in the 
social-democratic movement, associated with the activities 
of Karl Kautsky (1854-1938), a prominent leader of German 
social-democracy and the Second International, the ideolo
gist of centrism, one of the trends within opportunism. 

65 Reference to the Second International (founded in 
1884), an association of socialist parties in several coun
tries. The Second International did a good deal of useful 
preparntory work in organising the proletarian masses in a 
period of comparatively "peaceful" development of capi
talism. However, the International collapsed during the 
First World War owing to the opportunism and chauvinism 
of its leaders, who betrayed the revolutionary interests of 
the international working class. The genuinely Marxist 
elements within the movement, and especially Lenin's 
Bolshevik Party, continued their struggle within the Second 
International against social reformism and thus laid the 
foundation for the further development of the international 
revolutionary working class movement. 

66 The Chkheidze faction, the Menshevik faction at the 
4th State Duma headed by N. S. Chkheidze, a leader of 
Menshevism. During the First World War the Menshevik 
faction at the State Duma held centrist positions, but in 
actual fact actively supported the policies of the Russian 
social-chauvinists. 

67 Reference to the First International Socialist Confer
ence at Zimmerwald held in September, 1915. The confer
ence was attended by 38 delegates from 11 European coun
tries. Lenin called this conference the first step towards the 
internationalist movement against war. The conference 
adopted the manifesto "To the Proletarians of Europe". 
This manifesto was not without its faults: it denounced the 
imperialist war, but at the same time did not call for r~v
olutionary actions to end it. At the conference the left-wmg 
internationalists united forming the so-called Zimmerwald 
Left. Its political platform was based on the Bolshevik 
theses on war, peace and revolution. The Zimmerwald Left 
achieved much towards organising internationalist elements 
in Europe and America. 

68 War committees, a reference to the war-industrial com-

~ 
mittees which were set up in Russia by the big imperialist 
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bourgeoisie during the First World Wnr. Jn an effort to 
subject the workers to its influence and foster defensive, 
ultra-patriotic sentiment among them, the bourgeoisie decid
ed to organise "workers' groups" within these committees 
and show in this way that Russia's bourgeoisie and proleta
riat could live in "class peace". The Bolsheviks declared that 
they would boycott the war-industrial committees; the sup
port of the overwhelming majority of the workers enabled 
them to carry out this plan successfully. 

69 Pannekoek, A. (1873-1960), a Dutch Social-Democrat 
who belonged to the left wing of the Dutch Social-Democratic 
Workers' Party. During the First World War he took part 
in the work of the Zimmerwald Left and was known for his 
internationalist views. In 1918-1921 a member of the Com
munist Party of Holland; took part in the work of the 
Comintern. In his book, "Left-wing" Communism-an In
fantile Disorder, Lenin sharply criticised the views of Pan
nekoek and other "ultra-leftists". In 1921 Pannekoek left 
the Communist Party and soon after drifted away from 
active political work. 

70 Lenin's article The Tasks of the Proletariat in Our 
Revolution. Draft Platform for the Proletarian Party was 
written in April, 1917, for the 7th (April) All-Russia Party 
Conference which reviewed and adopted Lenin's programme 
of transforming the bourgeois democratic revolution into a 
socialist revolution. In this article Lenin elaborated on his 
celebrated "April Theses": he discussed the withdrawal from 
the imperialist war, the new form of state power, the im
plementation of economic measures which were to serve as 
the first steps towards socialism, measures to combat famine 
and the economic chaos caused by the imperialist war, and 
the tactics the Party was to follow in order to carry out the 
socialist revolution. The article also pointed out the need to 
modify the Party programme, to call a Party congress and 
to rename it the Communist Party. He also gave a detailed 
analysis of the international socialist and working class mo
vement, describing the principal tendencies within that mo
vement and showing that it was urgently necessary to set up 
a revolutionary international to combat social chauvinism 
and centrism. 

71 Manilovism, from Manilov, a landlord in the book 
Dead Souls by the great Russian writer Nikolai Gogol. A 
synonym for empty daydreaming and passivity. 
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72 Lenin wrote his article The Crisis Has Matured on 
September 29 (October 12), 1917. In this article he summed 
up the situation in the country and insisted that the upris
ing brooked no further delay, for the national crisis in Rus
sia had matured. At that crucial moment in the development 
of the socialist revolution, in this period of preparation 
for the October armed uprising in Petrograd, the Bolshevik 
Party again had to fight against the erroneous, harmful and 
dangerous views of Trotsky. Trotsky insisted that the 
uprising be postponed until after the opening of the 
Second All-Russia Congress of Soviets, which in effect 
amounted to discarding all plans for an uprising, since it 
gave the bourgeois Provisional Government plenty of time 
to put it down. Lenin vehemently criticised Trotsky on this 
point. At the meetings of the Central Committee of the 
Party on the 10th (23rd) and the 16th (29th) of October, 
1917, it was decided to prepare and carry out the armed 
uprising. 

73 Constituent Assembly, "a representative institution of 
the population of Russia", the convocation of which the 
bourgeois Provisional Government announced in its Decla
ration of March 2 (15), 1917. The elections to the Constituent 
Assembly and its first session took place, however, after the 
victory of the October Socialist Revolution. The counter
revolutionary majority of the Constituent Assembly refus
ed to recognise Soviet rule and its decrees, and so the 
Bolshevik faction left the Assembly, with the Left Socialist 
Revolutionaries following suit. The remaining deputies to 
the Assembly represented the Constitutional Democrats, the 
Right-Wing Socialist Revolutionaries and the Mensheviks. 
Since the bourgeois Constituent Assembly did not represent 
the working people of Russia it was dissolved on January 
6 (19), 1918. 

74 The telegram was sent by direct line by Lenin's secre
tary. The supreme commander was N .V. Krylenko (1885-
1938), a member of the Party from 1904; after the October 
Revolution he held a post in the government, the Council 
of People's Commissars, as a member of the Committee for 
the Army and Navy; was later Supreme Commander-in-Chief. 
From 1918 on held a number of posts in the organs of So
viet justice. 

75 On January 28 (February 10), 1918, at the Peace Con
ference at Brest-Litovsk, Trotsky acted against Lenin's di-

~ --rective to sign a peace treat:; the German side issued an 

ultimatum to this effect. He announced that the Soviet 
government refused to sign a peace treaty on the German 
terms, but that at the same time it was going to stop the 
war immediately and would also demobilise the army. On 
that day, Trotsky without informing the Central Committee 
of the RCP(B) and the Council of People's Commissars 
sent a provocatively worded telegram to the Headquarters 
of the Commander-in-Chief, ordering him to stop the hos
tilities against Germany and her allies on the morning of 
.January 29 (February 11) and to start demobilisation of 
the Army. The telegram made no reference to the cessation 
of the peace talks in Brest, and it thus suggested that the 
conference had been concluded and a peace treaty signed. 
On the basis of Trotsky's telegram the Supreme Com
mander-in-Chief, N. V. Krylenko, issued an order early in the 
morning of January 29 (February 11) which declared that 
a peace treaty had been signed and that hostilities were to 
be stopped immediately on all the fronts of war, and the 
demobilisation of the army to proceed. This telegram and 
the next one were sent in connection with Krylenko's order. 

76 Bonch-Bruyevich, M. D. (1870-1956), one of the first 
military experts to go over to the side of the Soviet 
government. He was the Chief of Staff of the Supreme 
Commander-in-Chief, the military head of the Supreme 
Council of War and the Chief of the Field Staff of the Rev
olutionary Military Council of the Republic. 

77 Novy Luch, the organ of the Joint Central Committee 
of the Mensheviks. The newspaper was published in Petro
grad from December 1 (14), 1917, and was edited by Dan, 
Martov and others; it was closed down in June, 1918, for 
its counter-revolutionary agitation. 

7s Dyelo Naroda (The Cause of the People), issued by 
the right wing of the Socialist Revolutionaries. The newspa
per was published in Petrograd, Samara and Moscow from 
March, 1917, under different names. It gave its unqualified 
support to the domestic and foreign policy of the bourgeois 
Provisional Government, and was closed in March, 1919, 
for its counter-revolutionary activities. 

79 Novaya Zhizn (New Life), published by a group of 
Mensheviks who were hostile to the October Revolution and 
to the establishment of Soviet rule in Russia. From June 1, 
1918, lwo parallel editions of Novaya Zhizn were issued: 
one in Petrogracl and another in Moscow. Bolh editions were 
closed down in July, 1918. 



80 E.rtraordinary Se11t!nth Congre.~.~ of the Russian Com
mimist Party (Bolsheviks), the first congress of the Com
munist Party held after the victory of the October Socialist 
Revolution (March 6-8, 1918). It was called to resolve the 
question of a peace treaty with Germany. Lenin and his 
supporters in the Central Committee sought to take Soviet 
Russia out of the imperialist war. The "Left Communist" 
group headed by Bukharin was against the conclusio1_1 . of 
the Brest-Litovsk peace treaty. Trotsky held a position 
close to that of the "Left Communists". The congress dis
cussed the report of the Central Committee, questions of 
war and peace, and the question of revising the programme 
and the name of the party. Some organisational matters 
were reviewed and a Central Committee elected. The main 
political report of the Central Committee was made ~y. Len
in, with Bukharin as second speaker. Characteristically 
Bukharin defended the adventuristic demand that the war 
with Germany be continued. The reports were followed by 
heated debate. Finally the delegates to the Congress endorsed 
the report of the Central Committee and turned down the 
theses of the "Left Communists" on the need to continue 
the war. By roll-call vote, with 30 votes against .12, with 
4 abstentions, Lenin's resolution about the conclus10n of a 
peace treaty with Germany was carried. The delegates also 
discussed the question of reviewing the programme and 
changing the name of the Party, elected a Central Com
mittee of 15 members and 8 alternate members. The 
7th Congress of the Party was of great significance, fo~ it 
confirmed the correctness of Lenin's principles on foreign 
policy, approved the much needed respite fr?m the war, de
feated the "Left Communists" and Trotskyists who sought 
to disorganise the Party, and directed the Communist Party 
and the working class towards the fundamental goals of so
cialism The 4th Extraordinary All-Russia Congress of So
viets v.:hich was held soon after (March 14-16) ratified the 
Brest-Litovsk peace treaty. 

81 In the course of the debate on Lenin's resolution on 
war and peace, Trotsky, who was supported by the L.eft 
Communists submitted a number of amendments precludmg 
the conclusion of any peace treaty with the Central Rada 
(the bourgeois nationalist g~vernment set up in t~e Ukraine 
nftcr the February Revolution) and t~e bo~rgems ~o_v~rn
ment of Finlnnd. After Lenin's speech, In which he cnhc1sed 
Trotsky nnd the "Left Communists" for their attempts 

~--to deprive the Central Com:tee of the freedom of ma-

noeuvre, the Congress turned down these amendments by 
majority of votes. 

82 On November 3, 1920, Trotsky spoke at the session of 
the RCP(B) faction of the 5th All-Russia Trade Union Con
ference against the Party's political line on the role and 
purpose of the trade unions, their tasks and methods of 
work. That was the start of a discussion in the Party on 
matters concerning the approach to, influence on, and 
contact with the masses. The disagreements that arose in the 
RCP (B) faction were taken up at a plenary meeting of the 
Central Committee of the Russian Communist Party (B). 
Towards the end of December the discussion became gen
eral. On December 24, Trotsky spoke at a meeting of activists 
of the trade union movement and delegates to the 8th All
Russia Congress of Soviets. On December 25, Trotsky pub
lished his pamphlet "On the Role and Tasks of the Trade 
Unions'', the appearance of which pointed to the emergence 
of an anti-Party faction. This served as a signal for all 
other opposition groups to take a stand against the Party. 
Lenin's speech at a joint meeting of the RCP(B) factions of 
the 8th All-Russia Congress of Soviets, the All-Russia Central 
Council of Trade Unions and the Moscow City Council of 
Trade Unions held at the Bolshoi Theatre on December 30, 
1920, was his first speech to the Party activists in connec
tion with the discussion of the role and goals of the trade 
unions in the building of socialism. In his subsequent 
speeches and articles, and also in the brochure, Once Again 
on the Trade Unions, the Current Situation and the Mistakes 
of Trotsky and Bukharin Lenin analysed the meaning of 
the inner-Party struggle. Lenin finished his brochure on 
January 25, 1921. By the next day, January 26, the members 
of the Central Committee of the Party who were about to 
leave Moscow to take part in the discussion which was being 
held in the provinces had already received copies of this 
brochure. The rest of the edition was ready the following 
day. In this brochure Lenin exposed the factionalist charac
ter of the actions of the oppositionists who were undermin
ing the unity of the Party, and showed the harm the dis
cussion they had forced upon the Party was doing to its 
cause. 

The discussion on the trade unions lasted for more than 
two months in the course of which the overwhelming majo
rity of Party organisations came to support Lenin's platform. 
The results of the discussion were summed up at the 10th 
Party Congress which was held in March, 1921. 
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83 The 8th All-Russia Congress of Soviet.~ of Workers', 
Peasants', Red Armymen'.~ and Cossacks' Deputies was held 
in Moscow on December 22-29, 1920 with 2,537 delegates pre
sent. The congress was convened soon after the victorious 
conclusion of the Civil War when the economic front was 
"the chief and fundamental factor", as Lenin called it. The 
questions on the Congress agenda included a report on the 
work of the All-Russia Central Executive Committee (the 
supreme executive body of the Soviets after the October 
Revolution, the collective president of the country) and the 
Council of People's Commiisars; electrification of Russia; 
the restoration of industry and transport; development of 
agricultural production and assistance to peasant households, 
elc. The Congress endorsed by an overwhelming majority a 
resolution on Lenin's report on the work of the All-Russia 
Central Executive Committee and the Council of People's 
Commissars approving the activities of the Soviet govern
ment. The 8th Congress also adopted the plan for the elec
trification of the country (the GOELRO Plan), the first long
term national economic plan. 

M Bukharin, N. I. (1888-1938), a member of the Party 
from 1906. In 1915 held a non-Marxist position on questions 
of the state, proletarian dictatorship, the right of nations 
to self-determination, etc. At the 6th Congress of the 
RSDLP (1917) he submitted anti-Leninist thesis on the de
velopment of the revolution; his plan was based on the 
rejection of the alliance of the working class and the poor 
peasantry. After the October Socialist Revolution he was a 
member of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee, 
and a member of the Executive Committee of Comintern. In 
1918 he headed the anti-Party group of "Left Communists" 
who opposed the conclusion of the Brest peace treaty; 
during the trade unions discussion (1920-1921) he held a 
special position of his own but later joined Trotsky. 

85 Syndicalism, a petty-bourgeois opportunist trend in 
the working class movement. The syndicalists were against 
the trade unions taking part in political struggle, and held a 
negative view of the working class party. They mistakenly 
C')nsidered the trade union movement and the economic 
struggle to be the only way of achieving socialism. The 
syndicates (trade unions), they insisted, must direct produc
tion for the benefit of society. 

86 The Fifth All-Russia Trade Union Conference was 
held in Moscow on November 2-6, 1920. The tasks of peace-
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ful socialist reconstruction necessitated changes in the 
style of trade union work, and an extension of the democ
ratic principles of their organisation and functioning. The 
proposed new met~ods of work were criticised by Trotsky in 
a speech at a sess10n of the Communist faction, on Novem
ber 3. 

A report on the need to increase production and on the 
part played in it by the trade unions was made by 
Y. E. Rudzutak. The conference adopted the theses he had 
prol?osed, which were based on Lenin's concept of the ne
cess1t~ of the trade unions playing a still more important 
role m the development of production, of the need to 
expand the democratic principles of their work and to 
enhance Party leadership of the trade union movement. All 
these theses were subsequently developed in the resolution 
"On the Role and Tasks of Trade Unions" adopted at the 
10th Congress of the Russian Communist Party (B). 

• 
87 Tomsky, M. P. (1880-1936) joined the Bolshevik Party 

m 1904. After the 1905-1907 revolution his attitude to the 
liquidators, the otzovists and the Trotskyists was conciliatory. 
After the October Revolution he was elected Chairman of the 
Moscow Council of Trade Unions. From 1919 Chairman of 
lhe Presidium of the All-Russia Central Council of Traue 
Unions. Repeatedly attacked the Leninist idea of the Party· 
defended the "independence" of the trade unions in relatio~ 
to the Party leadership. In 1928-1929 was one of the leaders 
of the right-opportunist deviation in the All-Union Com
munist Party ( B). 

88Zinoviev (Radomyslsky), G. E. (1883-1936) joined the 
Party in 1901. From 1908 until April, 1917, was in emigra
tion. At the 5th Congress of the RSDLP he was elected to 
the C:entral Committee of the Party. In the period of pre
paration for and during the October Socialist Revolution he 
was opposed to the armed uprising. After the October Revo
lution Zinoviev, who was Chairman of the Petrograd Soviet, 
a member of the Political Bureau of the Central Committee 
and Chairman of the Executive Committee of Comintcrn, 
repeatedly opposed the Party's Leninist policy and was sub
sequently expelled from it for his anti-Party activities. 

89 Reference to Bukharin's speech at a joint session of 
the RCP(B) .faction of the 8th All-Russia Congress of Soviets, 
the AU-Russia Central Council of Trade Unions and the 
Moscow City Council of Trade Unions held at the Bolshoi 
Theatre on December 30, 1920, in conjunction with the dis-
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cussion on the role of trade unions in the period of socialist 
construction. 

90 Tsektran, the Central Committee of the Amalgamated 
Union of Ilailwaymen and Water Transport Workers, was 
organised in September, 1920. The amalgamation of these 
two trade unions was necessitated by the need for strong 
centralised leadership; only extraordinary measure~ were 
capable of directing efforts to r~~t?re and rebuild. the 
nation's war-ravaged transport facihhes. Tsektran did a 
great deal of useful work. However, in the new conditions 
it was necessary to change the style and methods of work. 
Trotsky's supporters who held the ~ey posts in '.fsektran 
continued to act in their old way, which aroused discontent 
among the transport workers. The Central Committee of 
the Party denounced these pernicious practices of the Trot~
kyists. Tsektran was then integrated into the All-Russia 
Central Council of Trade Unions and reduced to the same 
level as all the other unions. The First All-Russia Congress 
of Transport Workers held in March, 1921, purged Tsek
tran of the Trotskyists. 

91 Buffer Group, one of the anti-Party factionalist groups 
at the time of the trade union discussion in 1920-1921. 
Headed by Bukharin, this group whic? ostensibly tried ~o 
iron out the differences between Lenm and Trotsky, m 
actual fact sought to wed Trotskyism to Leninism. ~lthough 
acting as a conciliator Bukharin defended Trotsky m e_very 
way, and attacked Lenin. The "buffer group" assisted 
Trotsky in his factionalist activities and brough.t the Party a 
great deal of harm. Soon . after.wards B.ukharm renounced 
his platform and openly alhed himself with Trotsky. 

92 The A/I-Russia Centru/ Council of Trade Unions, the 
organ that directed the e~tir~ function~ng of the lra~c 
unions in the Soviet Republic m the per10ds between their 
congresses. 

93 Rudzu(ak, Y. E. (1887-1938), a prominent member. of 
the Communist Party, took an active part in the revolut10n 
of 1905-1907, joined the Party in 1905. In 1907, he .was ar
rested and sentenced to 10 years of hard labour; ill 1917, 
after the February revolution, he was released. ;\fter the 
October Revolution Rudzutak held a number of 1mpor~ant 
posts in trade unions, the Communist. Party a~d t~? Sov1et.s. 
Lenin summed up Rudzutak's theses m an article_ The Cn
sis of the Party": "1) Ordinary democracy ("'.1tho,ut .any 
exaggerations, without denying the Central Committees right 
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of appointment, etc., but also without any obstinate defence 
of the mistakes and excesses of certain appointees, which 
need to be rectified); 2) Production propaganda (this in
cludes all that is practical in clumsy, ridiculous, theoretically 
wrong 'formulas' like industrial democracy, production at
mosphere, etc.). We have established a Soviet institution the 
All-Russian Production Propaganda Bureau. We must do 
everyth.ing to support it and not spoil production work by 
producmg ... bad theses. That's all there is to it; 3) Bonuses 
in kind and 4) Disciplinary comrades' courts. Without 
Points 3 and 4, all talk about 'the role and tasks in pro
duction', etc., is empty, highbrow chatter; and it is these 
two points that are omitted from Trotsky's 'platform pam
phlet'. But they are in Rudzutak's theses." 

9
' On December 1, 1917, the Supreme Council of Nation

al Economy was set up as part of the Council of People's 
~ommissars. The local councils of national economy exer
cised the economic and organisational functions of the So
viet state. The establishment of the Council, and the nation
alisation of the banks, railways and big industrial enter
prises, enabled the Soviet government to proceed to build a 
socialist national economy. 

95 The 10th Congress of the Russian Communist Party 
(Bolsheviks), the first congress held after the end of the 
Civil War. The Congress adopted decisions on the funda
mental economic and political problems facing the country. 
It also paid considerable attention to the question of party 
unity. At Lenin's suggestion the congress adopted a reso
lution, "On Party Unity", demanding that all the factional
ist groups whose activities weakened the Party and under
mined its unity, be dissolved. The congress also outlined 
measures to broaden inner-Party democracy. 

The question of the role of the trade unions in economic 
reconstruction also figured large. Summing up the results 
of the discussion on trade unions, the congress denounced 
the views of the Trotskyists, the "workers' opposition" and 
other opportunist deviationists. The congress endorsed 
Lenin's political platform. 
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